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Abstract
Unlike traditional stochastic scaffold fabrication techniques, additive manufacturing
(AM) can be used to create tissue-specific three-dimensional scaffolds with controlled
porosity and pore geometry (meso-structure).

However, due to the relatively few

biocompatible materials available for processing in AM machines, direct fabrication of
tissue scaffolds is limited. To alleviate material limitations and improve feature resolution,
a new indirect scaffold fabrication method is developed.
A four step fabrication process is explored: Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) is
used to fabricate scaffold patterns of varied pore size and geometry. Next, scaffold patterns
are surface treated, and then mineralized via simulated body fluid (SBF); forming a bonelike ceramic throughout the scaffold pattern. Finally, mineralized patterns are heat treated
to pyrolyze the pattern and sinter the minerals.
Two scaffold meso-structures are tested:

“tube” and “backfill.”

Two pattern

materials are tested [acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and investment cast wax (ICW)]
to determine which material is the most appropriate for mineralization and sintering.
Mineralization is improved through plasma surface treatment and dynamic flow
conditions. Appropriate burnout and sintering temperatures to remove pattern material
are determined experimentally.
While the “tube scaffolds” were found to fail structurally, “backfill scaffolds” were
successfully created using the new fabrication process.

The “backfill scaffold” meso-

structure had wall thicknesses of 470 – 530 µm and internal channel diameters of 280 –

340 µm, which is in the range of appropriate pore size for bone tissue engineering.
“Backfill scaffolds” alleviated material limitations, and had improved feature resolution
compared to current indirect scaffold fabrication processes.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION TO TISSUE SCAFFOLDS
A tissue scaffold is an artificial structure that mimics the extra-cellular matrix (ECM)
and supports three-dimensional tissue formation. The ECM provides a network along
which cells can proliferate, attach, and begin to heal a wound. Section 1.1 defines the
extracellular matrix and provides a short background on its role in healing wounds.
Section 1.2 is an introduction to tissue scaffolds and how they promote healing by acting as
a temporary ECM.

1.1 BACKGROUND ON THE EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
The

extracellular

matrix

(ECM)

is

a

matrix

of

fibrous

proteins

and

glycosaminoglycans that exist outside of the cell. The ECM provides mechanical and
structural strength to cells and influences the attachment, movement, differentiation and
intracellular signaling so that cells can regenerate and heal injuries. When an injury occurs
the ECM plays a major role in conducting cells to the injury site and aids in platelet
spreading, cell attachment, differentiation, neovascularization and eventual healing of the
wound [1-4]. If the injury damages the ECM, for example via a deep 2nd degree or 3rd
degree burn, then there is no scaffolding to direct cells to the injury and heal the wound. A
temporary ECM, or “tissue scaffold,” can be used to provide the structure and support cells
need in order to begin healing an injury.

1.2 BACKGROUND ON TISSUE SCAFFOLDS
A tissue scaffold is made up of a biocompatible material with pores dispersed
throughout. The pores provide the living space for cells to penetrate the scaffolding and
1

begin healing the wound while the biocompatible matrix provides structural support. A
tissue scaffold mimics the ECM by providing support for the cells until they can produce
their own ECM to support themselves [5-7]. A tissue scaffold supports cells by: providing a
structure that cells can attach to, migrate, and proliferate, a porosity which allows for
transport of nutrients and removal of wastes, and providing mechanical and chemical cues
that affect the cell’s differentiation [8].
Two fabrication methods exist for creating tissue scaffolds. Stochastic methods
result in scaffolds with randomly dispersed pores of different sizes and orientations
(Section 1.4). Additive manufacturing is capable of producing scaffolds with controlled
pore placement, size, and orientation (Chapter 2).

A)

“Roads”

B)
“Road widt h”

Repeating pore
geom et ry

R andom pore
geom et ry
“Gap widt h”

Figure 1-1. Scaffolds fabricated via (A) traditional stochastic (a PLLA “foam” created by a solvent
casting particulate-leaching technique [9]) and (B) additive manufacturing (a PCL scaffold
fabricated via FDM [5]) techniques.

1.3 TISSUE SPECIFIC ARCHITECTURE
The tissue scaffold’s ability to mimic the ECM and promote healing depends on its
architecture. The design of the scaffold environment and structure should be designed to
support specific cell types in order to maximize the growth potential of the desired tissue
[10, 11]. Several authors have found that different cell types prefer different scaffold
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structures (Table 1-1) with porosity and pore size being the most commonly benchmarked
properties [12, 13].
Table 1-1. Cell types grown in specific pore sizes.
Cell Type
Pore Size (µm) Reference
Adult Mammalian Skin
20-125
[14]
Rat Liver Tissue
45-150
[6]
Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
>107
[13]
Microvascular Epithelial Cells
90

The scaffold must satisfy the cell’s mechanical and biological requirements on a
number of different length scales. Scaffold architecture is composed of an “overall” macroscale (Figure 1-2A), meso-scale (Figure 1-2B), and micro-scale features (Figure 1-2C).

Figure 1-2. A)Example of meso-scale: bone tissue scaffold designed to fill wound void in a canine
defect [15]; sizes are “tens” of millimeters or greater. B) Example of meso-scale:
Designed macropores (600 µm) are interconnected cylindrical channels [16]; size are
0.1 – 2.0 mm. C) Example of micro-scale: local porosity created by salt leaching [16];
size are <100 µm.

1.3.1 MACRO-SCALE STRUCTURE & FUNCTIONS
The tissue scaffold’s macro-scale structure includes the overall size and shape.
Macro-scale functions of a tissue scaffold include:
•

filling the void at the site of the injury – The scaffold must fill the void and be
anchored to the surrounding tissue to support cells as they heal an injury.

•

protecting the cells within the scaffold – The tissue scaffold’s mechanical properties
(such as compressive stiffness and tensile strength [17, 18]) should match those of
the tissue void it is replacing [19]. By matching the scaffolds mechanical properties
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to the void it is replacing, the scaffold will protect the cells from mechanical loads,
contractile forces from tissue formation [19], and any in vivo/vitro stresses [10, 13].
•

biocompatibility – The scaffold must be composed of material that is compatible
with the host body in order to avoid an inflammatory response.

1.3.2 MESO-SCALE STRUCTURE & FUNCTIONS
A tissue scaffold’s meso-scale structure includes the internal features in the ~100 –
1000 µm range (i.e. the pores, struts and channels). The scaffolds internal structure
provides the pathways for cell movement [20, 21], surface area for cell attachment,
diffusion of nutrients, and removal of cell wastes within the scaffold. The interconnected
pores and channels that make up the internal structure are essential for cell ingrowth and
vascularization [8, 11, 22]. Meso-scale functions of a tissue scaffold include:
•

promoting cell ingrowth: Porosity is a ratio of void space to the total volume of an
object. Porosity (ϕV) can be calculated using the Equation 1-1:
ϕV = 1 – ρF/ρP

1-1

where ρF is the apparent foam density (calculated from mass volume relationship)
and ρP is the density of the scaffold material [23]. Porosity ranges from 0 to 1. A
porosity of 0 would indicate a completely solid object while highly porous materials
would have values closer to 1.0.

High porosity allows cells and nutrients to

penetrate into the scaffold. Scaffold porosity should be greater than 75% to ensure
cell proliferation [13]. However, the maximum porosity is limited by the required
mechanical strength of the scaffold – a key tradeoff in the design and fabrication of
tissues scaffolds.
•

providing tailored living conditions for cell type: Zeltinger and coauthors found that
cell growth on the surface and interior of the scaffold by different cell types was a
function of the pore sizes [13]. As a specific example, they found that microvascular
epithelial cells (MVEC) and vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) preferred pore
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sizes of 90 and 107 micrometers respectively. Pore sizes on the range of 200 – 400
µm are accepted [5, 11, 24] for bone cell proliferation.
•

Pore size affects the way cells move

allowing pathways for cell movement:

throughout the scaffold. Pores that are too small will become clogged causing a
decrease

in

nutrient

diffusion,

cellular

penetration,

ECM

production,

neovascularization[20] and possibly cell death. Pores that are too large will form
gaps that the cells cannot cross.
•

diffusing nutrients and removing waste: Although porosity and pore size provide the
living space and pathways for cell movement, the scaffold’s permeability affects how
nutrients are delivered to, and wastes are removed from, the cells. Ku et al. suggests
that permeability is a combination of several scaffold factors including: porosity,
pore size, distribution and orientation, and interconnectivity [25].

The tissue

scaffolds permeability should provide nutrients until a vascular system is in place
[26]. Once a vascular system exists throughout the scaffold, cell nutrient and waste
removal is carried through the blood vessels.

1.3.3 MICRO-SCALE STRUCTURE & FUNCTIONS
Micro-scale structures include the local porosity (micro-pores smaller than 100 µm)
and the mechanical and chemical interactions with cells that influence cell behavior.
Micro-scale functions of a tissue scaffold include:
•

providing mechanical cues: Surface topography will influence cellular attachment,
movement and cellular signaling [10]. The scaffolds bulk crystallinity [27], surface
roughness [20] and microporosity [28] were found to affect cellular attachment,
proliferation and migration and neovascularization.

•

releasing growth factors: Growth factors such as bone morphogenetic proteins
(BMP) [7], VEGF [29] and bFGF [30], can be incorporated into the scaffold to
promote formation of bone and vascular tissues.

•

controlled scaffold degradation: The byproducts from scaffold degradation must be
biocompatible to avoid an inflammatory response. The rate at which the scaffold
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degrades at must match the rate at which new tissue growth has matured and is
able to support itself [5, 8].
An ideal scaffold manufacturing process would allow a designer to control the
placement of materials, chemicals (such as growth factors) and cells throughout the
scaffold. In addition, the process should also be able to place different types of materials,
chemicals, and cells simultaneously. Having the ability to precisely place media (e.g.,
scaffold material, growth factors, and cells), and to switch between media types, would
allow the designer to build tissue-specific scaffolds and maximize effectiveness in
regenerating tissue.
Unfortunately, existing fabrication techniques do not allow for the level of design
freedom desired, as described in Section 1.4

1.4 STOCHASTIC SCAFFOLD FABRICATION
Tissue scaffolds are manufactured using either stochastic or RP methods. Stochastic
methods are processes dependent and do not allow for adequate control over scaffold
architecture such as pore size, placement, or orientation.
Stochastic scaffold manufacturing techniques create scaffolds wherein the size,
shape, location and orientation of the pores are distributed randomly. Briefly, the methods
use a liquid scaffold material mixed with a porogen to create a heterogeneous mixture.
Once the scaffold is cast in the mold, the porogen is removed through chemical or thermal
reactions leaving pores throughout the scaffold. Processing conditions often include toxic
solvents, high temperatures, and long processing times (days to weeks) and do not allow
the incorporation of cells or growth factors into the scaffold.
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Traditional scaffold fabrication methods (Section 1.4.1– Section 1.4.4) include,
solvent casting and particle leaching, gas foaming, emulsification and freeze-drying, and
thermally induced phase separation. Traditional methods are process dependent and do
not allow for the strategic placement of material, and therefore do not allow for complete
control over pore placement and internal architecture. The general fabrication processes
of each traditional method, and their advantages and limitations, are discussed in this
subsection.

1.4.1 SOLVENT CASTING AND PARTICLE LEACHING
Solvent casting and particle leaching involves dissolving a polymer in solvent. The
dissolved polymer/solvent mixture is then thoroughly mixed with particles (salts are
common particles used), and cast in a mold. The solvent is allowed to dry, leaving behind a
solid structure that is a mixed polymer-particulate composite. A porous structure is
formed when the casting is soaked in a solution that dissolves the suspended particles
while leaving the polymer intact. One advantage of particle leaching is that it produces a
scaffold with porosity >90% [9]. Some disadvantages include:
•

Toxic solvents prevent the incorporation of living cells into the fabrication process.

•

The inability to control the pore distribution of the meso-structure decreases
mechanical properties.

Also, because pores lack interconnectivity, scaffold

thickness is limited to ensure that residual porogens and solvents can be removed
[8].

1.4.2 GAS FOAMING
In an attempt to avoid the use of harsh solvents, Mooney et al. [31] used gas foaming
techniques. In gas foaming, a polymer is placed in a chamber and exposed to high pressure
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CO2 gas and heat. Over a period of a few days the CO2 gas dissolves into the polymer. Pores
are formed when the polymer gas solution is rapidly decompressed. Although porosities of
93% are attainable, the pores remain unconnected. Unconnected pores decrease the
scaffolds permeability, limiting the thickness of the scaffold.
Particle leaching has been combined with gas foaming in order to produce
interconnected pores [18]. However, gas foaming suffers from an inability to control
feature placement, and the high pressures involved cannot incorporate living cells and
growth factors into the process.

1.4.3 EMULSIFICATION AND FREEZE-DRYING
An emulsion is a non-homogeneous mixture where one liquid becomes dispersed in
the other liquid. For scaffold fabrication, an emulsion is formed by dissolving a polymer in
solvent and adding water. The emulsion is quenched in liquid nitrogen and then freezedried at -55 – 80°C [32, 33]. Freeze drying removes the water and solvent from the
emulsion leaving behind a porous structure. Pores range in the size of 13-35 micrometers
[33]. The small pore sizes, use of toxic solvents and extreme temperatures limit this
fabrication process’ usefulness in scaffold manufacturing.

1.4.4 THERMALLY INDUCED PHASE SEPARATION (TIPS)
A polymer solution is slowly cooled inducing phase separation and forming a
polymer-rich and polymer-poor phases [34, 35]. A porous structure is formed by removing
the polymer-poor phase. An advantage to TIPS over other traditional scaffold methods is
that the pore sizes and interconnectivity can be manipulated easier than other techniques.
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However, TIPS is not able to incorporate designed features, like channels, and is not
biocompatible with cells or growth factors.

1.4.5 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF STOCHASTIC SCAFFOLD FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
Stochastic methods are limited by the inability to incorporate cells during
fabrication, long processing times, and do not allow for the design of scaffold architecture.
The use of toxic solvents, high temperatures and high pressures prevent the incorporation
of living cells and growth factors. Scaffold thickness is limited to thin shapes because the
removal of porogens from internal voids may become impossible in large samples. Long
processing times are required to evaporate solvents or sublimate water crystals from the
scaffold.
A key limitation to stochastic methods is the random distribution of pores. Using
stochastic methods, it is impossible to design and fabricate internal geometry because the
process does not offer that level of control. Without the ability to create internal features
that connect pores, scaffold fabrication is limited to thin membranes that rely on diffusion
to keep cells alive. The need to fabricate repeatable pore geometries within a tissue
scaffold led to a primary research question:

Primary Research Question

How to fabricate three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds while maintaining designer freedom in
material selection and design of scaffold internal architecture (meso-structure)?
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1.5 MASTER’S THESIS ROADMAP
A flowchart of the organization of this master’s thesis is provided in Figure 1-3. This
roadmap orients the reader to the current position in the research path and lists objectives
left to be completed.

The chapters’ relevance and progress of the research

question/hypothesis are presented in Figure 1-3 and help summarize the chapters’ relation
to the overall research path.
In Chapter 1 the importance of tissue scaffolds and relation to the ECM are briefly
presented. Section 1.3 discusses the importance of scaffold architecture, including the
macro-, meso-, and micro-architecture. Next, Section 1.4 discusses stochastic scaffold
fabrication techniques and their benefits and limitations. However, stochastic methods do
not allow design and repeatable-fabrication of scaffold meso-structure.
The ability to selectively place material is required to fabricate scaffolds with
macro-structure designed to fit an injury, and a meso-structure composed of
interconnected pores. Chapter 2 explores additive manufacturing (AM); a process that
allows for the selective placement or patterning of energy in a layer-by-layer fashion, to
create of complex three-dimensional objects.
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Figure 1-3. Master’s thesis roadmap.
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Chapter 2 ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING OF TISSUE
SCAFFOLDS
Additive Manufacturing (AM) methods build three-dimensional objects by
assembling multiple two-dimensional objects. The conversion from a computer aided
design (CAD) file to three-dimensional object, as shown in Figure 2-1, begins with a virtual
representation of the three-dimensional object.

The CAD file is converted to a

stereolithography file format (.STL) before being processed by software that slices the .STL
file into multiple layers. Next, the slicing software generates tool paths for each sliced layer.
The tool path data is sent to a computer controlled 3D printer which selectively places
material (e.g., deposition modeling and direct inkjet printing), binder into a bed of powder
(e.g.,

indirect

inkjet

printing)

or

patterns

energy

(e.g.,

laser

sintering

and

photopolymerization). The object is built from the bottom layer up.

Figure 2-1. Conversion of 3D CAD model to a 3D object. After slicing the .STL file, computer
software generates the tool paths for the additive manufacturing machine to build the
part.
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Computer controlled machines can precisely, and repeatedly deposit materials
where needed allowing for the creation of complex shapes via layer-by-layer fabrication.
The precision and repeatability of AM allow specialized architecture design with repeatable
results.

For example, the trussed structure in Figure 2-2A would be impossible to

manufacture using subtractive manufacturing. Figure 2-2B shows a single cross section
view of the truss structure. Figure 2-2C shows the same trussed structure printed on an
AM machine. Because it is able to create complex geometries, AM has been explored as a
means for fabricating tissue scaffolds (Section 1.4).

A)

C)

B)

Figure 2-2. A) The .STL file of a cube that is made up of trusses. B) A 2D cross-section of the
trussed cube. C) A trussed cube printed on a Sinterstation 2000.

The gradual build-up of a three-dimensional scaffold gives AM methods distinct
advantages over stochastic methods:
•

Material deposition is precise and repeatable which allows for complex shapes and
controlled internal geometry.

•

Implants can be custom fit to patients. Stochastic manufacturing techniques of
tissue scaffolds rely on the use of molds to form the overall shape (Section 1.4). AM
methods rely on machine-controlled layered manufacturing, which allows for the
precise and repeatable deposition of material. Thus AM has the possibility to create
complex geometric shapes that could not be formed with molds.

•

Increased control over pore geometry, location and orientation. Pores provide the
living space for cells to attach and grow.
13

Since AM methods are precise and

repeatable, AM allows for the design of an internal pore structure that is optimized
for tissue growth. Control over internal structures allows for a scaffold architecture
that is porous enough for cells to thrive, yet strong enough to maintain its shape
when stressed.
•

Increased pore interconnectivity allows cells to migrate and nutrients to diffuse into
the scaffold. Interconnected pores allows for better cell seeding and proliferation.

•

Possibility to include living cells and growth factors to enhance cell growth within
the tissue scaffold. Some AM methods, like inkjet printing, extrusion, and SLA have
been adapted to print hydrogels. Hydrogels are printed at room temperature in
aqueous solutions and allow for the incorporation of cells and growth factors.
AM methods that have been used to produce tissue scaffolds include extrusion,

inkjet printing (direct and indirect), stereolithography, and selective laser sintering.
Section 2.5 summarizes the strengths and weakness of each AM scaffold fabrication
method. Each section begins with a process overview, followed by a review of the printable
materials, features, and limitations. Each section ends with a few examples from literature
and a critical analysis of the process.

2.1 EXTRUSION
In an extrusion process each layer is composed of many deposited lines of material
(referred to as “roads”) that are deposited parallel to one another (Figure 2-3). The roads
are formed by pushing a liquid material through a nozzle where they are deposited onto a
substrate. After a layer is completed the nozzle is repositioned and the new layer is
deposited at an offset angle from the previous layer. Pore geometry and size are controlled
by varying the space between roads (“gap width” – GW), diameter of the roads (“road
width” – RW), layer thickness and the layer offset angle as depicted in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3. Pore size and shape can be varied by adjusting the road width (RW), gap width (GW),
layer thickness and layer offset angle. Adapted from [17].

The architecture is limited to shapes that can be built with long strands of material,
because extrusion systems are incapable of drop-on-demand depositions. Material flow at
the start or stop of printing a road is not a simple on or off switch (Figure 2-4). Pressure
must be ramped up at the start of the road to get fluid moving before the print head moves.
Pressure must be cut off shortly before the end of the carriage movement to allow for
pressure within the system to dissipate so that the nozzle stops extruding at the end of the
carriage movement. A structure whose cross-section view results in many small “dots”,
such as the trussed structure in Figure 2-2B, would be difficult to print on an FDM because
of the machine’s inability to make droplet depositions.

Figure 2-4. Example of road deposition in a Stratasys FDM 1600. Pressure must be applied
before the carriage begins to move so that the material has time to start coming out of
the tip. Pressure must be turned off before carriage movement ends so that
backpressure can dissipate and the material stops extruding (adapted from [36]).
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Overhanging structures are supported by the deposition of a second material
(Figure 2-5A) which must be removed afterwards. As long as the overhang angle (θ) is less
than the critical angle (θcr, the angle at which collapse occurs), the model material is selfsupporting and model overhang will not require support as depicted in Figure 2-5B.
However, roads are capable of spanning small gap widths without the use of support
material, as shown in Figure 2-6, which allows some extrusion processes (FDM, PED and
PEM) to print small features that would not be possible if support material was needed.

Figure 2-5. A material is self-supporting as long as the overhang angle (θ) is less than the critical
angle (θcr).

A)

B)

Figure 2-6. “Roads” are capable of spanning small gaps forming “log piles” without support
material [17, 37].

Current tissue scaffold fabrication methods (via extrusion) vary in their processing
temperatures (low temperature vs. high temperature) and materials (such as
biocompatible thermoplastics, ceramic slurries and cell-friendly hydrogels). Sections 2.1.1
– 2.1.6 discuss some of the benefits and limitations of several extrusion methods. Sections
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2.1.1 and 2.1.2 describe high temperature extrusion methods which cannot print living
cells or growth hormones. Sections 2.1.3 – 2.1.5 describe lower temperature extrusion
methods which can incorporate growth hormones and living cells.

2.1.1 FUSED DEPOSITION MODELING (FDM)
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) uses filaments that are fed into a hot liquefier via
a set of feed rollers. Melted thermoplastic in the liquefier is pushed through the small
nozzle by filament entering at the top, as shown in Figure 2-7. As the liquid polymer exits
the nozzle it adheres to the layers below and beside it. As the polymer cools it solidifies,
forming a permanent bond to the surrounding material.

Figure 2-7. In FDM a filament is melted in a liquefier and extruded through a hot nozzle before it is
deposited.

Control over a scaffold’s internal architecture is limited by the accuracy of
positioning the printing head and the extruded filament geometry. Smaller road widths
and accurate positing of the printing head will result in more control of the internal scaffold
architecture. The XY and Z accuracy of FDM is limited by the smallest increment that the
stepper motors can provide. The XY accuracy of a Stratasys FDM 1600 is ±127 µm while
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the smallest layer thickness possible is 50 µm. The geometry of the extruded filament (the
road width) is limited by pressure forces generated in the system while the material is
being extruded.
Smaller nozzle diameter results in smaller road widths but increases the pressure
within the liquefier. Minimum nozzle size is therefore limited because of the pressure
buildup within the liquefier. The high pressure is generated as material is extruded out of
the nozzle by the incoming filament (which acts as a ram) pushing material through the
liquefier and nozzle (typically the liquefier diameter is much larger than the nozzle
diameter). If the pressure within the liquefier exerts a force greater than the buckling
strength of the filament then the filament buckles and no material is extruded through the
nozzle and the print fails. The viscosity of the material also affects the liquefier pressure.
As viscosity increases, so does the liquefier pressure. So, the maximum pressure that the
incoming filament can provide is proportional to the buckling strength of the filament and
must overcome both the viscous and high pressure forces within the liquefier and nozzle
[37, 38]. For a Newtonian fluid the liquefier pressure (P) can be calculated from Equation
2-1 [38]:
=

128ℎ



+





2-1

where (h) is material viscosity at temperature(T), V is the volumetric flow rate, (LT) and
(dT) are the tip length and diameter, and (LL) and (dL) are the liquefier length and diameter.
The smallest road width attainable is therefore limited by the buckling strength of the
filament which must overcome the pressure drop (P) in order to extrude material.
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FDM allows for controlled placement of pores with repeatable results. By selecting
the proper biocompatible materials, or mixture of materials, a tissue scaffold can be
designed to have the proper strength requirements while remaining porous. FDM has been
used to create biocompatible tissue scaffolds from thermoplastics. Zein et al. was able to
create poly-ε-caprolactone scaffolds with road widths of 260-370 µm and porosities
between 48 and 77% [17]. Hutmacher states that, “Polymers such as PLA/PGA,PLA/PCL,
and PCL can be processed into scaffolds, which have similar compression strength and
modulus as cancellous bone [8].”
Although FDM allows for repeatable structures, it does not allow for incorporation
of living cells. The high temperatures needed to melt the thermoplastic are too extreme to
incorporate living cells or growth hormones. FDM is limited in the type of materials it can
process for scaffold fabrication, because the material must be a biocompatible
thermoplastic and have sufficient buckling strength to overcome the pressure and viscous
forces within the liquefier/nozzle. Roads tend to be dense polymers with smooth surfaces,
which do not encourage vascularization and cell attachment [28]. The geometry of pores
created using the FDM process has thus far been limited to the simple overlapping of
parallel roads, creating a “log pile” appearance [37].

2.1.2 PRECISION EXTRUDING DEPOSITION (PED) AND PRECISION EXTRUSION
MANUFACTURING (PEM)
A Precision extruding deposition (PED) and precision extrusion manufacturing
(PEM) are modifications of the FDM process. Unlike FDM, which use filaments, PED and
PEM use a precision screw to move polymer pellets through the liquefier and out the nozzle
(Figure 2-8). Using a precision screw has two main advantages over FDM:
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•

PED and PEM can print more viscous materials because they don’t use a filament
strand to generate pressure within the system.

•

Road geometry is no longer limited by the buckling strength of the filament since
the screw is forcing material through instead of the filament column.

•

There is no need to prefabricate a filament.

•

PED and PEM can be cheaper than FDM because small amounts of stock material can
be printed without first creating a filament.

•

More materials and composites can be processed.

FDM printing of filaments,

especially those loaded with ceramics, requires careful consideration of the
materials elastic modulus and apparent viscosity ratio [39]. However, using the
PED/PEM processes it is possible to incorporate ceramics directly into the extrusion
processes without the need to prefabricate a usable filament [40-42].
A study by Wang et al. [42] reported the use of PED (Figure 2-8) to attain pore sizes
of 200-300 µm with designed gap widths of 196, 210, 254 and 292 µm. The poly-εcaprolactone (PCL) scaffolds produced in the experiment had very high pore connectivity
around 99%. Wang et al. noted that larger gap widths (≥ 250 µm) are ideal for oxygen
diffusion, however, scaffolds required a fibrin gel “filler” to increase cell growth, possibly
because it allowed cells to traverse the larger gaps [42].

Figure 2-8. Pellets are fed to the precision screw which pushes the material through the liquefier and
out the nozzle tip [42].

Xiong [41] used PEM to create poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) scaffolds. PLLA pellets
were loaded into the liquefier and heated for 30 minutes before printing began.
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Compressed air was used as a piston, pushing the semi-liquid PLLA out through the 300 µm
nozzle. Reported road widths were 500 µm with pore sizes of 500×500 µm2 and 500×400
µm2 in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, and a porosity of 60.3%.
Prolonged exposure to heat and moisture from the air decreased the molecular weight of
the PLLA and changed the degradation rate [41].

Figure 2-9. PEM head used to melt and deposit PLLA pellets [41].

The PEM method used by Grida and Evans used wax and a 55% zirconia (by
volume) mixture to print scaffolds with a 0 – 90° pattern [37]. Even with a high ceramic
content it was possible for Grida and Evans to extrude the mixture through a 100 µm
nozzle to form road widths of ~140 µm and gap widths of ~288 µm. Although Grida and
Evans were able to obtain fine road widths, scaffold defects occurred due to varying
extrusion rates [37] (Figure 2-10).
Although PED/PEM allow for the possibility to include more viscous materials
(more viscous) than FDM, living cells and growth hormones cannot be incorporated due to
the high temperatures required to melt the thermoplastics. Small road width geometries
are no longer limited by the buckling strength of the filament but are still limited by the
maximum force that the system can provide to push material through.
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Sections 2.1.3 –

2.1.5 discuss some AM extrusion methods that have been developed to include living cells
and growth hormones.

Figure 2-10. A constant extrusion force resulted in a variable extrusion rate – this lead to
scaffold defects [37].

2.1.3 LOW TEMPERATURE DEPOSITION MANUFACTURING (LDM) & MULTI-NOZZLE
DEPOSITION MANUFACTURING (MDM)
Low temperature deposition manufacturing (LDM) lowers the processing
temperature required for the FDM process by printing a PLLA/TCP/dioxane
(15%/15%/70%) slurry into a cooled environment (Temp < 0°C ) [43]. The frozen scaffold
is then freeze-dried in order to remove the solvent.

Multi-nozzle deposition (MDM)

manufacturing is similar to LDM but uses multiple nozzles on the print head in order to
print scaffold material and growth factors simultaneously.

Using MDM Yan et al.

incorporated bone morphogenic proteins suspended into deionized water and
simultaneously printed the suspension into a PLLA/TCP scaffold [44].

The bone

morphogenetic protein (BMP) was released as the scaffold degraded and aided in bone
regeneration. Although LDM and MDM may allow for the inclusion of growth hormones, a
limitation to using LDM is the 38 hour post-processing time required to freeze dry the part
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and remove the solvent [44]. The long post-processing time and harsh solvent means
living cells cannot be incorporated.

2.1.4 PRESSURE ASSISTED MICROSYRINGE (PAM)
The Pressure assisted microsyringe (PAM) system developed by Vozzi et al. [45],
depicted in Figure 2-11, uses PLGA dissolved in chloroform as the printing slurry. A
pressure regulator capable of pressures between 20 – 30 mmHG forces the slurry through
a 10 – 20 µm nozzle. As the slurry is deposited on the glass substrate a micropositioner
moves the table relative to the microsyringe. Printed line widths are 10 µm with a vertical
resolution of 5 – 10 µm. Multilayer tissue scaffolds were fabricated by adjusting the Z-stage
between printing layers.
Limitations of PAM include the use of chloroform (cell toxic) to dissolve the
polymer, inability to use particles for microporosity (small particles can clog the syringe),
and limitations on viscosity. Vozzie et al. found that high viscosities resulted in better
feature resolution but high concentration of PLGA caused the microsyringe to clog and
increase pressure [45]. As result, only a narrow band of viscosities were printable. Vozzi
et al. reports the optimal viscosity for their system to be around 400 cP [45].
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Figure 2-11. A) PAM deposition system uses high pressure (20 – 30 mmHg) to force slurries
through a small microsyringe. B) The extrusion system is capable of very fine line
widths. (Figures are from [45]).

2.1.5 BIOPLOTTING
Unlike other extrusion methods which deposit material onto a solid substrate,
bioplotting dispenses plotting material into a liquid medium that solidifies the plotting
material as it is deposited (Figure 2-12). The liquid medium is similar in density to the
extrusion material, so no additional support structure is needed because buoyancy forces
support each layer. The benefit of having no support structures means that smaller
features can be printed without worrying about the structure collapsing. The advantage
that bioplotting has over other extrusion processes is that it can be adapted to print at
ambient temperatures and incorporates living cells and growth hormones.
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Figure 2-12. Schematic of the bioplotting processes and a hydrogel scaffold printed using
bioplotting [46].

Landers et al. printed alginate/fibrin hydrogel solidified in a calcium
chloride/thrombin/sodium chloride solution [46]. Pore size and porosity reported were
200 – 400 µm and 40 – 50% respectively. Although bioplotting prints in aqueous media at
low temperatures, therefore allowing living cells and growth factors to be incorporated
[22], there are limitations to the processes.
Like other extrusion processes, the minimum road width is limited by the nozzle
diameter and available pressure in the system. Materials used must activate a chemical
reaction that occurs once material is deposited in the plotting medium.

Careful

consideration to reaction times is necessary to ensure that roads will harden and stick to
the previous layers [46]. The plotting medium and material must have matched densities;
otherwise plotting material will sink/float before being able to harden in place. Hydrogels
lack the necessary mechanical strength that hard tissues (like bone) require and are more
suitable for soft tissue scaffolds. Besides collagen, other hydrogels do not readily promote
cell attachment and require modifications to promote cellular adhesion [21].
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2.1.6 ROBOCASTING
Unlike other extrusion methods which rely on polymerization (PAM, Bioplotting) or
thermal phase change (FDM, PEM/PED), robocasting relies on partial drying of a highly
concentrated ceramic slurry [47]. A pseudoplastic slurry is forced through a small nozzle
and deposited on a heated plate. As the ceramic slurry dries it transitions from a soft
pseudoplastic to a rigid dilatant mass. Figure 2-13 shows ceramic slurry being deposited
on a heated plate.

Figure 2-13. Deposition of a ceramic slurry onto a heated plate [48].

The ceramic % volume loading of the slurry and drying kinetics are critical to the
success of robocasting [48-50]. The slurry must start off as a pseudoplastic so it can be
forced through a small nozzle and deposited. Upon deposition, the slurry must be able to
hold its shape until it has sufficient time to transition to a dilatant mass. Slurries used in
robocasting have volume percent loadings near the dilatant transition, 50 – 65%, so that
minimal drying time is needed to harden the slurry [48]. Slow drying slurries will spread
too much and deform whereas a fast drying slurry may crack, warp, and cause
delamination between layers [48].
Using lead zirconate titanate slurry Smay et al. were able to deposit ceramic slurries
capable of spanning small gaps [50]. Because the slurries were self-supporting, structures
with internal porosities could be printed. Attainable gap widths and road widths were
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between ~0.1 – 1.0 mm (Figure 2-14A). “Log-pile” structures, shown in Figure 2-14B and C,
were successfully printed with minimal slumping between the gaps.

Figure 2-14. A) Structures with very fine road widths and gap widths (~0.1 – 1.0 mm) were
printed using robocasting. B) Multiple layer structures. C) “Radial” log pile structure.
All photographs are the work of Smay et al. [50].

Dellinger et al. used robocasting to produce hydroxyapatite (HA) bone tissue
scaffolds [51].

The scaffolds produced had designed macro, micro, and submicro-

porosities. The macropores (Figure 2-15A) ranged from 100 – 600 ~0.1 – 1.0 mm and
were controlled by varying the gap width between roads and the road width [51]. Micropores (Figure 2-15B) were created using a porogen, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),
which resulted in pore sizes of 1 – 30 µm. The submicron pores (<1 µm) were varied by
changing the sintering process (Figure 2-15B).
The major advantages to robocasting are:
•

“roads” are capable of spanning gaps up to 1 mm [50],

•

scaffold fabrication does not require support material or a sacrificial mold [50], and

•

controlled multi-scale porosity [51].
The major drawbacks to robocasting are:

•

Formulating ceramic inks with the appropriate printing viscosity and drying
characteristics requires careful balance of ceramic loadings, dispersants, flocculants
and pH levels [49].
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•

If ceramic loading is too low then the deposited ink will dry too quickly and cause
cracks to form [48, 49].

Dispersants, flocculants and pH of the ink must be

optimized in order to create the desired viscosities during deposition and drying.

Figure 2-15. A) Macropore structure of HA bone tissue scaffold. B) (#1) Arrows show micropores while (#2) shows submicron-pores; from Dellinger et al. [51].

2.1.7 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF EXTRUSION PROCESSES
High temperature extrusion processes are able to produce strong structures and are
capable of creating small features without the need for support material. High temperature
extrusion is also capable of handling viscous materials, and the use of PEM and PED
alleviates material limitations of FDM (i.e., filament processing is no longer necessary).
However, high temperature extrusion cannot incorporate living cells or growth factors and
requires a thermoplastic as a feed material. Biocompatible feed materials are limited for
high temperature extrusion processes.
Extrusion of hydrogels permits incorporation of living cells and growth hormones
directly into the scaffold but is not suitable for hard tissue scaffolds. The meso-structure
geometry created by extrusion methods is limited. The XY-pores are limited to “log pile”
configurations, and Z-pore height (the gap between layers) is limited to the resolution of
the machine’s layer thickness.
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2.2 INKJET PRINTING (IJP)
Inkjet printing (IJP) uses a thermal bubble or piezoelectric [52] to disturb ink within
the print head. The disturbance causes a droplet to form at the nozzle, where it is ejected
and deposited on the substrate below (Figure 2-16).

Placement of the droplets is

controlled by moving the carriage in the XY direction and by using charged plates to deflect
the droplets. Nozzle sizes are 20 – 30 µm and produce droplets that are 10 – 20 µm in
diameter [53]. Although capable of creating very fine droplets, it is very difficult to adapt
new “inks” to be used in IJP.

Figure 2-16. Droplets form at the nozzle of the print head and are deposited on a substrate
below. Droplet “spreading” reduces the line quality, decreasing the resolution of
features that can be printed.

Adapting new materials is difficult for IJP because viscosity, surface tension,
evaporation rate and substrate surface all affect how well an ink material can be printed.
Ink must have a low enough viscosity to be jetted from the nozzle and allow for the printing
head to be refilled (2cP) [53]. Surface tension must be high enough to prevent ink from
leaking from the nozzle (35 dyne/cm) [53]. The ink must dry quickly once it is deposited to
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prevent spreading, but it cannot evaporate so quickly that it leaves deposits and clogs the
nozzle. Inks do not form perfect droplets once they are deposited, they can spread across
the surface of the substrate (Figure 2-16) and causing unwanted bonding beside the
desired print pattern. The ink must also be printable on different surfaces, since the first
layer may be deposited on a substrate and subsequent layers may be deposited upon
themselves. As a new layer is deposited it may cause the previous layer to dissolve [53], so
each layer needs to have sufficient time to set and harden before the next layer can be
applied.
Some additional limitations to IJP are the long building times and required postprocessing. Since parts are built using very fine droplets, and layers are only 16 – 30 µm
thick (Objet, Connex 350), it can take a long time to build up objects. Multiple nozzle
systems/parallel processing is required to speed up the printing processes and reduce
build time.

Post-processing is required to remove support material and to improve the

bonding between layers. Minimum pore geometry is limited because support material can
be difficult to remove from small internal structures [48].
There are two methods of inkjet printing used to create scaffolds: direct inkjet
printing and indirect inkjet printing.

2.2.1 DIRECT INKJET PRINTING (D-IJP)
Direct Inkjet Printing [54] is when the ‘ink’ being deposited directly forms the
scaffold. That is, the liquid drops deposited will solidify and form the solid scaffold. In D-IJP
a second “ink” is printed in order to support overhanging structures. Unlike other AM
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techniques used for tissue scaffold fabrication, D-IJP incorporates living cells and growth
factors into the printing processes.
Bioprinting, a form of direct inkjet printing, uses modified inkjet printers to deposit
spheres of grouped cells referred to as the “bio-ink.” Different bio-inks are made my
varying the cell type and size of the bio-ink particles. The bio-ink is then deposited into a
biocompatible substrate referred to as the “bio-paper” by a 3D printing machine referred to
as the “bio-printer.” Finally, the 3D bio-ink/bio-paper construct is placed in a bioreactor to
allow the cells to mature. Mironov et al. have printed bio-ink made up of Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells into a synthetic extra-cellular matrix (sECM) as shown in Figure 2-17
[54].

Figure 2-17. Printed CHO cells before and after being grown in a bioreactor [54].

However, bioprinting uses hydrogels and is not strong enough for bone tissue
scaffolds. Although D-IJP allows for the incorporation of living cells, it does not allow for
complex geometries.

Overhanging structures require support material to be printed,

however, it can be very difficult to remove support material from internal voids.

2.2.2 INDIRECT INKJET PRINTING (I-IJP)
Indirect Inkjet Printing (I-IJP) involves printing of a binder ink into a printing
medium (powder bed or aqueous solution) and causes particles within the printing
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medium to become weakly bonded together [55]. When the scaffold is finished printing,
post-processing is necessary to remove the non-bonded material from the scaffold. The
scaffold can then be strengthened through thermal or chemical post-processing then
seeded with cells.
The TheriformTM process is an indirect inkjet processes where a binder (chloroform
or methanol) is printed into a powder bed composed of a biocompatible polymer and NaCl.
After printing is complete, loose powder is removed and liquid CO2 is used to remove
residual chloroform.

Next, water is used to leach the NaCl and form micro-pores

throughout the scaffold. The TheriformTM process is unique because it allows for a change
in powder composition, which affects the porosity and chemical makeup of the scaffold [13,
56]. The layer thickness is about 100 – 200 µm, with gap widths and road widths of about
250 µm and 10 µm respectively [13]. Sherwood et al. [56] produced scaffolds for bone and
cartilage tissue growth. The cartilage section was made 90% porous and composed of D, LPLGA/L-PLA, while the bone section was 55% porous and composed of L-PLGA/TCP. They
designed the scaffold architecture so chondrocytes would attach to the cartilage section
and not the bone section by varying the scaffold porosity and material composition.
An advantage specific to I-IJP, is that any material that can be turned into a powder
maybe potentially be processed [48]. Also, I-IJP allows for more complex geometries and
stronger parts than D-IJP. However, feature resolution is limited, harsh chemical binders
do not allow for the incorporation of cells, and adapting new materials is difficult (see
Section 2.2).
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2.2.3 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF INKJET PRINTING
Some advantages of inkjet systems include: the incorporation of living cells and
growth factors, and ability to change porosity throughout the structure. IJP allows direct
placement of individual droplets of materials and the ability to blend different ink types,
which other AM techniques cannot accomplish.
However, inkjet printers are handicapped by their inability to process viscous
materials (<2cP) [53] and the difficulty in adapting biocompatible binders and inks. The
use of chloroform and liquid CO2 in TheriformTM technique makes it impossible to include
living cells during the printing process. The combination of low viscosity inks and loosely
packed powder beds results in weakly bonded parts. Sherwood et al. fabricates tissue
scaffolds via TheriformTM , however, bonding of particles in a powder bed produced parts
that were not as strong as bone; compressive yield strength was only 13.5 MPa compared
to 10-20 MPa [56].
The exceptional resolution of IJP techniques (100 µm line widths and 16 – 30 µm
layers thicknesses) is offset by the complications of removing support material. Although
small features can be printed, pore geometry is ultimately limited by the ability to remove
support material from the internal structure. The development of a removable support
material or processes would greatly increase the versatility of IJP for scaffold fabrication.

2.3 STEREOLITHOGRAPHY (SLA)
Stereolithography
photopolymer resin.

(SLA)

builds

three-dimensional

structures

in

a

liquid

Exposure to UV light causes the resin to “cure,” or solidify, by

accelerating cross-linking of the photopolymers within the resin. The surface of the resin,
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Figure 2-18, is exposed to a UV light source to form a two-dimensional cross section of
solidified polymer. To maintain a constant layer thickness, a resin blade passes over the
surface of the vat to ensure that the correct amount of resin is deposited [57]. Once the
desired cross section pattern has been cured, the piston moves down and a fresh coat of
resin is applied to the surface of the vat and fresh resin is cured to the desired shape. After
printing, the weakly cured part (“green part”) is removed from the vat and uncured resin is
allowed to drain or washed away. The “green part” is then post-cured with UV light to
allow the entire part to be cured to full strength [58].
Materials available for fabrication of biocompatible tissue scaffolds with SLA are
limited because:
•

Photopolymerizable monomers and photoinitiators used in the resin are toxic to
cells [57, 59].

•

The curing processes releases free radicals that damage cells [59].
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Figure 2-18. Layer-by-layer fabrication of a three-dimensional object via UV solidification of a
photopolymer resin.

The smallest achievable pore geometry for SLA system is limited by the resin
viscosity and recoating process. Since SLA uses liquid resins, all overhanging structures
must be supported. Although the resin will drain from small internal voids, the support
structures that are built up to support overhangs may not be easily removed. Support
structures are also required to hold the scaffold in place while the recoating blade passes
over. Otherwise, the blade may shift the part causing feature imperfections.
A few biocompatible resins have been developed [60] but these are limited to
hydrogels and are only suitable for soft tissue scaffolds. To create scaffolds for bone tissue
engineering ceramics have been suspended in resins at a 20 – 50% loading by volume [58,
61, 62]. After the printing process is complete, the solidified binder is removed through
pyrolysis and a biocompatible ceramic tissue scaffold remains. Several limitations exist for
ceramic suspension resins:
•

Formulation of new suspensions must be designed to not exceed the viscosity of a
“normal” resin (<3000mPA·s) [62].

As a result, the starting viscosity of the
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photopolymer must be lower to allow for the increase in viscosity due to the
addition of ceramic powders [58, 62].
•

Adding powder reduces the cure depth due to refraction of light between the resin
and powder particles [62] and may cause an increase in part shrinkage and defects
due to a decrease in the degree of cured resin [63].

•

Porosities reported (23 – 28%) are below that of a “log piles” structure (Section
2.1.1) and the reported pore sizes (33 µm) are too low to allow bone ingrowth [64].

•

A larger pore size (215 µm) is required to allow the ceramic-resin suspension to
drain [61] and may result in structures with gaps too large for cells to migrate
across.

•

The binder removal stage must be carefully designed to remove all of the remaining
binder and minimize part shrinkage to ensure that the final scaffold is
biocompatible and contains few defects [58] .
Matsuda and Mizutani [65] report the fabrication of biocompatible and

biodegradable photopolymer resins used to create “microachitectured surfaces” that
delivered indomethacin to reduced inflammation.

The process used SLA to create a

biocompatible/biodegradable structures via the SLA processes. A “log-pile”-like structure
was created with gap widths of approximately 1 mm. However, the pores do not appear to
connect to each other in the XY direction and are more like “wells” and lack the open-pore
structure needed for a tissue scaffold.

Figure 2-19. Microwells fabricated via SLA using a biocompatible/biodegradable resin [65].
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Levy et al. [66] fabricated three-dimensional hydroxyapatite structures with pore
sizes of 2.18 mm was used to facilitate drainage of the resin. Although results showed that
the hydroxyapatite ceramic scaffold showed good osteoinduction [66], the internal
porosity does not appear to be controlled.

Levy et al. noted that “pore size and

directionality” were not necessarily optimized and that other methods exist to change the
fill pattern of their three-dimensional object. They suggest that modification to the SLA’s
cross hatching algorithm could result in a controlled porosity.
Porter et al. fabricated bioresorbable skeletal implants composed of sintered
calcium polyphosphate powder (CPP). CPP powder suspended in a liquid resin, which
acted as a binder, was cured via a SLA processes to form a three-dimensional part. The
part was then post processed, first by UV, followed by a pyrolysis procedure to remove the
resin binder. Solid loading of 25% by volume with particle sizes of <25 µm resulted in low
porosity parts (23 – 28%) [64]. Pore geometry and placement are not well controlled in
their process as seen in Figure 2-20.

Figure 2-20. CPP ceramic scaffold fabricated using a ceramic-photopolymer resin [67].
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2.4 SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING (SLS)
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) builds three-dimensional structures layer-by-layer
from the bottom up by using a laser to sinter adjacent powder particles. Powdered
materials are deposited by a roller onto a powder bed (Figure 2-21). Then a laser scans the
surface of the powder bed, selectively sintering the powder it passes over. Once the laser
finishes tracing the desired pattern the fabrication piston moves down and fresh powder is
deposited and the process repeats.
SLS can processes a wide range of biocompatible materials so long as the material is
a powder and can be sintered without thermal degradation due to heat from the laser [68].
The laser power, positioning and speed can be accurately controlled allowing for good part
accuracy, while the powder bed system creates support for any overhanging structures.
Because of its ability to process many powdered materials and good part accuracy, SLS has
been used to fabricate biocompatible tissue scaffolds.

Figure 2-21. Selective laser sintering (SLS) process. Image is from www.wikipedia.org
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2.4.1 SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING OF POLYMERS AND POLYMER/MINERAL BLENDS
SLS has been used to create polymer [68], and polymer-ceramic blended [15, 69-71]
bone tissue scaffolds. Williams et al. created PCL scaffolds using a Sinterstation 2000TM
with porosities between 63 – 79%, pore sizes of 1.75 – 2.50 mm in diameter and good
mechanical strength (modulus of elongation between 52-63 MPa for the seven samples
tested) [68]. To increase bone ingrowth into SLS scaffolds, biocompatible polymers were
blended with HA to form polymer/ceramic powders.

Figure 2-22. A) Selective laser sintering (SLS) of PCL tissue scaffold [68].

Hydroxyapatite (HA) was blended with polyetheretherketone (PEEK) [69],
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [70], and poly–ε–caprolactone(PCL) [71] to form polymer/HA
powder for use in SLS. The biocompatible polymers formed the tissue scaffold structure,
while the HA particles enhanced bone ingrowth and bioactivity. An increase in HA resulted
in scaffolds which were too fragile to handle. As a result, the mineral content was kept
between 10-40 weight percent (wt%) HA. One drawback to the polymer/HA blends is that
they were not designed to have internal channels or designed pore geometry (Figure
2-23A-C).
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Figure 2-23. A) HA/PEEK scaffold pores [69]. B) PVA/HA scaffold pores [70]. C) PCL/HA
scaffold pores [71]. All photos pictured are of 10 wt% HA blended with a polymer.

Vail et al. combined a latex-based polymer with calcium phosphate ceramic powder
[15] and was able to fabricate three-dimensional scaffolds with designed pore geometry
(Figure 2-24). The latex-based polymer was removed during sintering of the ceramic
powder at 800°C for 1 hour. Vail et al. reported porosity between 51 – 56% and that the
scaffolds performed well during canine trials with bone material filling the macro- and
micro-pores [15].

Figure 2-24. Latex-based polymer/calcium phosphate tissue scaffold fabricated via SLS and
studied in vivo in a canine [15].

2.4.2 SURFACE-SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING (SSLS)
The SLS techniques discussed thus far do not allow for the incorporation of
bioactive molecules. Heat from the laser causes the powder particle temperature to
increase such that bioactive molecules would not survive. To reduce the particle powder
temperature, surface selective laser sintering (SSLS) methods were developed.

SSLS

results in the sintering of particle surface material without raising the internal temperature
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of the powder particles and allows for the incorporation of bioactive molecules [72] and HA
[73]. SSLS uses a laser set near infrared wavelength that PLA does not absorb. As a result,
the particle powder will not absorb energy from the laser and increase in temperature. To
induce sintering, the powder particles are coated in carbon micro-particles which absorb
energy from the laser and create localized hot spots on the surface of the PLA particles.
SSLS scaffolds were designed with internal pore geometries (Figure 2-25A-B). The
RW and GW values are estimated to be ~500 µm (Figure 2-25B). The SSLS scaffolds
composed of PLA/carbon micro-particles/HA were subjected to several cell culture tests
and found to be bioactive and compatible with cell growth [73, 74].

Figure 2-25. SSLS of A) PCL/carbon micro-particles/ribonuclease A [72], and B) PCL/carbon
micro-particles/HA [73] in three-dimensional tissue scaffolds.

2.4.3 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SELECTIVE LASER SINTERING
SLS systems generate too much heat to incorporate growth hormones or other
biocompatible molecules and the addition of bioactive molecules (such as HA) decrease
part strength. The SLS systems reviewed here that used polymer/ceramic blended powder
(which increase bone tissue growth) were not used to create unique pore geometries, and
did not have internal channels. Although some of the limitations of SLS are overcome with
SSLS (incorporation of some bioactive molecules and enzymes), the feature sizes such as
RW and GW were limited to ~500 µm. Trapped powder must be removed from internal
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pores which limits the minimum pore size and weakly sintered powder particles
necessitate larger road widths.

2.5 LIMITATION OF ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
Although AM removes some of the design constraints associated with stochastic
methods (Section 1.4.5), it still has limitations. Some of the major drawbacks to AM tissue
scaffolds include:
•

Support structures cannot always be removed from the scaffold after fabrication.
Therefore, the minimum pore size is limited due to the inability to remove support
material from small features.

•

Harsh chemicals, such as chloroform may be used as binders.

•

Sterilizing scaffolds, which is necessary and eliminates harmful bacteria before
seeding the scaffold with cells, may include harsh chemicals or damaging radiation.

•

Only a limited number of biocompatible materials that can be processed by AM
methods have been developed thus far (Table 2-1).
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Energy Patterning

Inkjet Printing

Extrusion

Table 2-1. Additive manufacturing processes, materials and geometries.
Process Name

Abbr.

Materials

% Porosity

RW*

Fused Deposition Modeling

FDM

PCL

48-77

Precision Extrusion Manufacturing

PEM

Zironia-wax

--

0.1

0.1

[37]

Low-Temp Deposition
Manufacturing & Multi-Nozzle
Deposition

LDM &
MDM

PLLA-TCP, PDLLA-TCP,
PLGA-TCP

89.6

0.5-0.8

0.4

[43, 44, 75]

Pressure Assisted Microsyringe

PAM

PLGA

--

--

--

[45]

alginate/fibrin

44-55

~0.35

0.2-0.4

[46]

Bioplotting - Hydrogels

-polyurethane

52.5

0.66

0.78

[22]

0.26-.37 0.16-0.70

Robocasting

--

Zirconate, Hydroxyapatite, βTCP

--

0.1-1.0

Direct Inkjet Printing

D-IJP

HA-DTPH, DTPH, PEGDA
HA powder

--

-0.33

Indirect Inkjet Printing

I-IJP

PLLA, PLGA, Starch, Chitosan

55-99

SLA

Poly-4-hydroxybutyrate
(P4hB),
Polyhydroxyoctanoate
(PHOH)
PEG

Stereolithography

Selective Laser Sintering

SLS &
S-SLS

PLA, PCL, PCL/HA, PMMA,
PEEK

80
--

51-79

GW*

Reference
[17]

0.75-0.60 [49-51, 61]
-0.45

[54, 76]

~0.5/~0.5,
particles leached

[13, 16]

Pore sizes:
0.08-0.18
Channels:
0.15-0.1

[77]
[78]

1.75

1.5, 2.5

[15, 68-71,
79]

*Measurements are in mm.

2.6 INDIRECT FABRICATION OF TISSUE SCAFFOLDS
The use of AM methods to create bone tissue scaffolds is significantly limited by the
number of biocompatible materials available for AM processing (Table 2-1). To overcome
this material limitation, indirect fabrication of tissue scaffold methods have been used.
Indirect scaffold fabrication is a technique which utilizes AM to create a scaffold mold. A
mold is designed to be the “negative” of the actual desired tissue scaffold architecture
(Figure 2-26A). The mold is then printed using an AM process (such as 3DP and SLA). The
mold is then filled with the “cast” solution/suspension (Figure 2-26B) that may contain the
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scaffold material (HA, PLGA, collagen), solvents (chloroform and methanol), and porogens
[80-82]. The “cast” material is then cured, whereby the liquid cast becomes a solid. After
the cast material hardens, the mold and porogens must be removed. Once the mold and
porogens are removed, a biocompatible tissue scaffold with internal channels is all that is
left (Figure 2-26C).

Figure 2-26. A) The mold “negative.” B) CAD representation of the desired scaffold architecture.
C) The final scaffold composed of sintered HA; Chu et al. [81].

The use of AM to manufacture molds has two important contributions to the design
of tissue scaffolds:
•

Using molds relaxes the material limitations associated with AM. The mold material
does not have to be biocompatible, thus scaffolds can be fabricated “from the largest
pool of materials available [16].” Also, materials that already work for the AM
machine can be used instead of developing new materials [83].

•

Allows for the simultaneous creation of macropores (channels) and local pores
(porogen) [16]. AM molds can produce scaffolds with designed internal channels
and may increase cell viability in solvent-cast/porogen-leach scaffolds [84] by
increasing the nutrient flow to cells in the scaffold.

•

Toxic/residual materials can be removed more easily from the scaffold. Whereas
“solvent casting and particle leaching” methods (Section 1.4.1) were limited by
thickness, indirect methods contain macropores which enhance the removal of mold
material. Macropores allow the removal of toxic solvents, and porogens from the
scaffold allowing scaffolds to be fabricated with thicker cross sections.
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Indirect scaffold fabrication techniques have been used to create dense
macroporous structures (Section 2.6.1), porous scaffolds with channels (Section 2.6.2), and
scaffolds that contain local porosity with designed macropores (Section 2.6.3).

2.6.1 INDIRECT FABRICATION OF MACROPOROUS SCAFFOLDS
Hydroxyapatite (HA) scaffolds were created by using SLA [81] and 3DP [83] to
create negative molds. After mold fabrication, an HA slurry was then cast and dried in the
mold. The cast was heated to remove mold material and then sintered (1300°C) to increase
the density of the HA. The road widths created from the mold process were not smaller
than other AM techniques. The final scaffold road widths formed from SLA and 3DP molds
were 800 – 1200 µm and 500 µm, respectively. These HA scaffolds did not contain a “local”
pore distribution.

2.6.2 INDIRECT FABRICATION OF TISSUE SCAFFOLDS WITH CHANNELS
Sachlos et al. fabricated porous biocompatible collagen scaffolds with channels
(Figure 2-27) by casting a collagen/water solution into a mold printed by a Model Maker II
[84]. No new material formulation for printing the mold was necessary; the machine
manufacturer’s printing mediums (ProtoBuildTM and ProtoSupportTM) were used.
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Figure 2-27. A) Designed channel width. B) Printed mold with varying channel widths. C)
Porous collagen mold with designed channel widths [84].

After fabricating the mold, the ProtoSupportTM material is removed by submerging
the mold in a solvent (BioActTM) to create a negative mold. The collagen suspension was
cast into the mold and frozen (-20°C) to form a tissue scaffold. The mold and scaffold were
then immersed in ethanol, which dissolved the mold material and ice crystals. Critical
point drying was used to remove any remaining solvents and ice crystals.
Shrinkage during critical point drying reduced the accuracy of the printed channels.
An increase in collagen dispersion in the cast suspension decreases shrinkage [84] but is
limited because an increase in viscosity can prevent the collagen suspension from
penetrating small channels. Although some scaffolds were designed to have a channel
width of 150 µm, the smallest channel widths reported for this processes were 181±8 µm.
In a similar manner to Sachlos et al., Yeong et al. fabricated biocompatible collagen
scaffolds by casting a collagen/water solution into a mold printed by a inkjet printer
(Solidscape’s T612 Benchtop) [82]. No new formulation of mold material was needed and
the machine’s original printing mediums (InduraCast and Indurafill) were used to print the
mold. The collagen suspension was frozen in the mold (-20°C) and then immersed in
ethanol to dissolve the mold [82].

The scaffold was then freeze-dried to remove water
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crystals from the collagen suspension leaving behind randomly oriented pores (191±50
µm) [82]. A branched channel design, Figure 2-28, with channel widths of 200 and 300 µm
was achieved.

Figure 2-28. A) Printed mold with 300 µm width. B) Shrinkage during freeze drying resulted in
a channel width of 200 µm. C) Printed mold with 500 µm width. D) Shrinkage during
freeze drying resulted in a 300 µm width channel [82].

Lee et al. fabricated collagen scaffolds with “villa” like features [80] using 3DP to
create a plaster mold. The plaster mold was infiltrated with PEG to increase its strength
before the mixture of PLGA/chloroform/methanol/sucrose was cast. The PLGA cast was
dried in a fume hood before being immersed in deionized water. Water dissolved the mold
and sucrose (which acted as a porogen) to leave behind porous “villa” like features that
tapered from ~700 – 500 µm in diameter and 1 mm high, Figure 2-29.

The pores that

formed from leaching sucrose ~100 – 150 µm were uniformly distributed and wellconnected [80].

Figure 2-29. A) CAD design of a mold with 150 µm struts spaced 850 µm apart. B) Porous PLGA
scaffold with designed “villa” structures [80].
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The scaffolds created by Sachlos et al. [84], Yeong et al. [82], and Lee et al. [80],
although successful at creating “channels,” did not create interconnected macropores.

2.6.3 INDIRECT FABRICATION OF MACROPOROUS SCAFFOLDS WITH LOCAL POROSITY
Taboas et al. [16] fabricated “multi-pore-architecture” poly(L)lactide (PLA) scaffolds
that contained controlled macropores (interconnected macropores 600 µm in diameter)
with local porosity (50 – 100 µm) created by particle leaching. Macropores may increase
diffusion of nutrients to cells deep in the scaffold while local pores provide living space for
the cells [16].

Figure 2-30. A) PLA scaffold with designed macropores and local pores. B) Designed
macropores are interconnected (in a three-dimensional structure) cylindrical channels.
C) SEM of local porosity created by salt leaching [16].

2.6.4 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF INDIRECT FABRICATION METHODS
Although the use of AM to create molds has allowed for the creation of controlled
internal channels [84], the process is limited by:
•

Non-cell friendly separation of mold from the cast. The mold materials must be
completely removed from the cast material without compromising the scaffold
architecture. Harsh chemicals and extreme temperatures can remove the mold
while leaving the cast intact but prohibit the incorporation of living cells or growth
hormones.
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•

Weak mechanical properties due to the creation of local pores within the scaffold
architecture.

•

Mold imperfections are transferred to the cast [16].

•

Increased fabrication time. Scaffolds take longer to make than direct-fabrication AM
because a mold must be fabricated, cast, and dissolved. Some AM methods, like
FDM, can direct-print scaffolds with macropore structures.

•

Feature resolution is limited by the viscosity of the cast material. Viscous materials,
such as high loaded ceramic suspensions, may trap air bubbles within the mold and
cause defects in the scaffold architecture [82]. As a result of the viscosity limitations
the internal channels and road widths (366 – 560 µm) are larger than other AM
produced scaffolds [81].

2.7 RESEARCH GAPS, AND PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS
2.7.1 RESEARCH GAPS
In Section 1.4 the main limitation of stochastic methods was identified as the lack of
control over material placement. The design of a tissue scaffold with a controlled mesostructure was not feasible because stochastic methods are not capable of producing
internal structures with controlled pore placement.
A review of additive manufacturing (Chapter 2) found that AM affords the design
and fabrication of three-dimensional tissue scaffolds with internal structures and
repeatable pore geometries.

However, biocompatible materials available for AM are

limited and necessitated the use of indirect scaffold fabrication.
Indirect scaffold fabrication methods alleviated some of the material limitations
associated with AM methods, but the use of viscous slurries limits the resolution of indirect
scaffolds; pore size must be increased to allow slurries to penetrate into the scaffold, and
walls must be made thicker to avoid breaking apart from the slurry being cast.
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2.7.2 PRIMARY RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS
A primary research question based on freedom to choose the AM material and
design and fabricate a meso-structure with small features is posed (from Section 1.4.5):

Primary Research Question (RQ0)
RQ0: How to fabricate three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds while maintaining designer

freedom in material selection, and design of scaffold internal architecture (mesostructure)?

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is cast as a slurry and formed into tissue scaffolds through
extrusion [51, 83] and indirect methods [81, 83] because HA has shown good
biocompatibility and bioactive characteristics. However, small features are not feasible
when using thick slurries (Section 2.6.4). As an alternative to viscous slurries, HA may be
deposited via simulated body fluid (SBF).

2.7.2.1

Mineralization via SBF

Simulated body fluid (SBF) contains ions which approximate human plasma. SBF is
supersaturated with respect to apatite, with the concentration of HCO influencing the
mineral precipitates [86]. SBF has been used to deposit formations of bonelike apatite,
which is essential for material to bond to living bone [87].
A review by Kokubo and Takadama concluded that a material’s ability to form
apatite layer via soaking in SBF was useful for predicting the material’s in vivo bone
bioactivity [87]. In addition, SBF coatings have good resorption [88] and have been shown
to affect osteoblast viability, proliferation, and gene expression [89]. Coated implants and
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scaffolds

had increased: bone ingrowth (compared to non-treated implant) [90],

biocompatibility [91], osteoconductive properties [92] and bone bonding [93].
In addition to creating a bone like apatite, and creating favorable conditions for
bone growth, SBF has been used to mineralize several different materials – such as PLLA
and PLGA [94], collagen [95], Ti6A14V [96], Bioglass® [97]. ABS and ICW scaffold patterns
treated with SBF may form a bone-like mineral on the surface.
A primary research hypothesis is formed as the combination of additive
manufacturing, indirect scaffold fabrication, and low viscosity mineralization:

Primary Research Hypothesis (RH0)
RH0: Three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds with designed meso-structure can be

fabricated via an indirect method whereby scaffold patterns are manufactured by additive
manufacturing, mineralized with simulated body fluid, then post-processed via a burnout
and sintering cycle to remove pattern material.

AM affords design and control over internal architecture, indirect methods allow the
designer to choose from the largest selection AM and mold materials, while SBF will afford
the creation of small features due to its low viscosity.

2.7.3 SECONDARY RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The need to identify processing parameters for mineralization and heat treatment
lead to the proposal of two additional research questions:
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Secondary Research Question (RQ1 and RQ2)
RQ2: How can mineralization of AM scaffolds with simulated body fluid be improved?
RQ2: How can pattern material be removed from the mineralized scaffold while

maintaining the scaffold meso-structure?

2.8 MASTER’S THESIS ROADMAP
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 discuss current scaffold fabrication techniques, and
identify key benefits and limitations associated with each process.

A review of current

scaffold fabrication techniques identified material limitations and control over mesostructure as the main limitations to scaffold fabrication. As the “Literature Review” phase
ends, the “Process Design” phase begins, and a new indirect scaffold fabrication technique
is proposed.
Chapter 3, “Indirect Tissue Scaffold Fabrication via Additive Manufacturing and
Biomimetic Mineralization” is a four step process that is capable of producing a tissue
scaffold with designed meso-structure. The four step processing is broken down into four
sections that discuss the development of a new scaffold fabrication method, and identify
important processing parameters that address the primary research hypothesis (RH0) and
secondary research questions (RQ1 and RQ2).
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Figure 2-31. Master’s thesis roadmap.
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Chapter 3 PROCESS OVERVIEW & EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
An overview of the proposed “Indirect Scaffold Fabrication via Additive
Manufacturing and Biomimetic Mineralization” is presented and thoroughly analyzed.
Next, Lab Equipment Procedures (Section 3.2) describes the setup and settings for the
machines and chemicals used for experiments.

3.1 OVERVIEW
In an effort to address the non-repeatability of traditional scaffolds, material
limitations of AM, and viscosity limitations of indirect methods, a new indirect scaffold
fabrication method is explored. Indirect scaffold fabrication and ceramic mineralization
are investigated as a means of creating tissue scaffolds with unique, complex geometries.
Specifically, the following four step fabrication process is proposed:
1. Fabrication of scaffold pattern (Section 3.1.1): A scaffold pattern with designed pore
geometries is fabricated using AM (Figure 3-1A).
2. Surface treatment of scaffold patterns (Section 3.1.2):

Scaffold patterns are

chemically treated to activate their surfaces to increase nucleation sites and to
enhance the rate and quality of the mineral deposition.
3. Mineralization of scaffold patterns (Section 3.1.3): The scaffold pattern is submerged
in a simulated body fluid (SBF) solution that deposits bone-like minerals on the
surface of the scaffold (Figure 3-1B & D).
4. Burnout and sintering of scaffold patterns (Section 3.1.4): The mineralized scaffold
pattern is heat treated to remove the pattern material and to sinter the deposited
minerals leaving behind a three-dimensional scaffold (Figure 3-1C & E).
The proposed four step processes can be used to fabricate either a “tube” or a
“backfilled” scaffold. The “tube” scaffold is fabricated by coating the scaffold pattern with
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minerals (Figure 3-1B) followed by sintering. Removal of the scaffold pattern material will
leave behind hollow-tubes (Figure 3-1C). The “backfilled” scaffold is fabricated by
mineralization of the scaffold pattern until no gaps are left between the roads (Figure
3-1D). After sintering the “backfilled” pattern, a porous scaffold with internal channels
remains (Figure 3-1E).

Figure 3-1. Proposed scaffold fabrication process; A) scaffold pattern is fabricated via FDM, B & D)
scaffold pattern after surface treatment and ceramic mineralization, C & E) scaffold with
micro-tubes formed by removing the pattern material.

3.1.1 FABRICATION OF SCAFFOLD PATTERNS
Several AM processes can be used to realize complex geometries (Chapter 2).
However, in this work FDM is chosen because of the ability to create complex geometries
suitable for scaffold applications without the need for the removal of a secondary support
material (Section 2.1). The choice of the pattern material is crucial – the material must be
chemically suited for the mineralization process and it must also be suitable for removal
via pyrolysis (i.e., must be able to be removed via a heat treatment without significant
warping and ash residue). Two materials for the creation of scaffold patterns are explored:
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acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS – Stratasys P-400) and an investment-casting wax
(ICW – Stratasys, ICW-05). These two materials were shown to span small gaps and have
been used successful in other burnout processes [98-100].
To expedite experimentation, an in-house algorithm that generates Stratasys
Machine Language (SML) was developed. The direct creation of SML code circumvents the
intermediate steps of FDM (i.e., CAD, STL generation and tool path planning), allows for
complete control over the fabrication of scaffold geometry, and affords efficient changes to
scaffold design, process parameters and materials.

The MATLAB code (provided in

Appendix A) generates SML code for different material types (ABS/ICW), can print with an
“open” or “closed” pattern, and allows quick changes to the number of printed layers, road
orientation, and gap width (GW).
Early printing experiments resulted in scaffolds with defects due to the inability of
the ABS and ICW to adhere to the foam base (Figure 3-2A). To correct this problem a
secondary material was printed as a sacrificial “base” (Stratasys ABS release and ICW
release) for the scaffold to be printed onto (Figure 3-2B). Gaps in the base pattern
prevented the bottom layer of the scaffold pattern from fusing together while providing a
flat even surface (Figure 3-2C). The result of using a sacrificial base resulted in a much
more even bottom layer of the scaffold (Figure 3-2D).
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Figure 3-2. A) Patterns not printed on a base had fused bottoms and sometimes failed during
printing. B) Pattern printed on a support material base. C)
The scaffold pattern
removed easily from the base. D) Scaffolds printed on a base did not have a fused base
and had consistent pore sizes throughout.

3.1.1.1

Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS)

ABS was chosen because it has already been optimized to be used with the machine
by the manufacturer. ABS scaffold patterns were manufactured with “open ends,” to
increase porosity and flow of liquids throughout the scaffold. The MATLAB code was able
to generate SML code that printed well-defined ABS scaffold patterns with desired road
widths and gap widths (Appendix A).

Figure 3-3. A) Start/stop print control of the ABS was controlled enough to allow for “open-end”
printing pattern which should allow for better fluid diffusion into the scaffold. B) The RW
and GW printed here were 0.3 and 0.5 mm respectively. C) A 12.6 mm diameter ABS
scaffold.

3.1.1.2

Investment Cast Wax (ICW)

ICW was chosen as a material because the printing parameters (such as liquefier
temperature, head speed, layer thickness and feed rate) have been optimized to be used
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with the machine by the manufacturer. However, printing with “open-ends” resulted in the
ICW continuing to extrude even though filament feed to the nozzle had been stopped. The
continued deposition resulted in “balls” forming at the end of the scaffold, which created
defects in the scaffold pattern. As a result, ICW patterns are printed with “closed-ends”
(Figure 3-4A) because of the inability to start/stop the flow of wax when trying to print
short road lengths. Also, the low viscosity of the extruded wax caused the roads to sag
under their own weight. This is most evident when the roads are spanning unsupported
gaps. Roads swell (when supported) and thin (when unsupported) creating a wave-like
pattern along the length of their deposition (Figure 3-4B).

Figure 3-4. A) ICW patterns were printed with closed ends because start/stop print control was
not controlled enough to allow for “open-end” pattern, so a “closed end” pattern was
used. B) Unsupported gaps resulted in wave-like RW. C) A 12.6 mm diameter ICW
scaffold.

Although ICW has been designed for casting and burnout processes, it is not as
“flexible” as ABS when designing geometry:
•

Low viscosity creates a “wave-like” pattern in the road widths and prevents ICW
from spanning large gap widths,

•

ICW is printed with “closed” ends (which decreases porosity), and

•

ICW is highly hydrophobic and difficult to surface treat. Whereas plasma surface
treatment will work on ABS, the heat generated may melt the ICW. To prevent
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melting of the scaffold pattern, sodium hydroxide and a detergent are investigated
as alternative surface treatments for ICW (Sections 3.1.2.2 and 3.1.2.3).
With the success of ICW uncertain, ABS is investigated as a potential scaffold
material as well.

3.1.2 SURFACE TREATMENTS OF SCAFFOLD PATTERNS
It is discovered from “initial experiments” (Section 4.1.1), that scaffold patterns
without a preliminary surface treatment resulted in incomplete mineralization. Therefore,
surface treatments (plasma, NaOH and detergent) are used to increase mineralization.

3.1.2.1

Plasma Surface Treatment

Plasma treatment activates surface groups for mineralization and decreases the
contact angle allowing for aqueous solutions to easily penetrate the scaffold [101]. Plasma
treatment has been successfully used in stochastic scaffold processes including PCL [102],
and PCL-HA [101].

3.1.2.2

Sodium Hydroxide Surface Treatment

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was also investigated as a method to create negatively
charged groups on surfaces. Sodium hydroxide is shown to increase mineralization of
treated surfaces when compared to identical, non-treated surfaces [92].

3.1.2.3

Detergent Surface Treatment
A suggestion from Dr. Goldstein and Satya Semavedi prompted an investigation of

the use of detergent (sodium dodecyl sulfate, CH3(CH2)11OSO3Na) to increase the
mineralization on the ICW.

The detergent has two ends, a hydrophilic end, and a
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hydrophobic end. It was propose that soaking ICW in a dilute solution of detergent would
result in the hydrophobic end aligning to the surface of the ICW while the hydrophilic end
stuck out into the water. The negatively charged hydrophilic end would attract ions in the
SBF solution and create nucleation sites.

3.1.3 MINERALIZATION OF SCAFFOLD PATTERNS
The advantages of mineralization via SBF are presented in Section 2.7.2.1. For this
thesis work, three SBF concentrations (1x, 5x and 10x), and two flow conditions (dynamic
and static) were explored to increase mineral deposits. Concentrated SBF formulations (5x
and 10x) are used because higher concentrations accelerate the formation of minerals and
are stable for long periods of time [86, 103]. Dynamic testing conditions are tested to help
mineralize the porous scaffolds by forcing fluid through them. Exchanging fluid within the
scaffold ensures that ion concentrations remain consistent and that mineralization occurs
evenly throughout.
The calcium to phosphate ratio (Ca/P) for minerals deposited in this thesis has not
been determined, however, the Ca/P can affect sintering and mechanical strength of the
final scaffold [104].

3.1.4 BURNOUT AND SINTERING OF SCAFFOLD PATTERNS/MOLD
Heating the mineralized scaffold patterns will remove the pattern material (ABS or
ICW) while leaving behind the mineral scaffold. The scaffold meso-structure will be
composed of hollow-tubes separated by macropores. The hollow-tubes will increase the
porosity of the scaffold and may allow for vascularization of the scaffold. Boland et al. was
able to show that endothelial cells would attach to the interior of hollow channels [105].
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However, hollow-tubes will likely decrease the mechanical strength of the scaffold, thereby
restricting the scaffolds use to non-load bearing bone tissue scaffolds.
Heating the “backfill scaffolds” will result in removal of ABS/ICW mold leaving
behind a mineral scaffold with internal channels separated by completely backfilled pores.
Although “backfill scaffolds” will be less porous than “tube scaffolds,” they will be stronger
because of the tight packed minerals that backfill the pores.

3.1.4.1

Heating Profile for Stratasys ABS

The heating profile for ABS is based on thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of ABS.
As temperature increases, less material remains; at 450°C only ~5% of the ABS is left
(Figure 3-5A) [106]. TGA analysis by ToolworX and Stratasys Inc. also found that ~95% of
the ABS was removed at~450°C, while the remaining material removed at 575°C [99].

Figure 3-5. A) Percent weight of remaining ABS as a function of time under different
temperature settings in the presence of air [106]. B) Heating profile used to remove
ABS from the mineral scaffold.

Since the samples to be sintered are small tubes, a very slow heating rate
(0.5°C/min) was used to prevent cracking and distortion of the part. Following the burnout
cycle, the remaining mineral scaffold was sintered at 1200°C for 3 hours. The burnout and
sintering profile used for the ABS scaffold patterns is shown in Figure 3-5B.
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3.1.4.2

Heating Profile for Stratasys ICW-06

The heating profile for Stratasys ICW-06 was based on research on bioceramic
implants that used ICW-06 as a binder in a FDC processes (Figure 3-6A). Bose et al. heated
bioceramic implants up to 550°C to evaporate the mold and binder and chose a slow
heating rate of 2°C/min to avoid cracking or distortion of the part [107]. For this thesis
work, a slow heating rate (0.5°C/min) was used to prevent cracking and distortion of the
part (Figure 3-6B).

Figure 3-6. A) Burnout profile of ICW mold and sintering of alumina [107]. B) Heating profile
used to remove ICW from the mineral scaffold.

3.2 LAB EQUIPMENT PROCEDURES
The following sections include the general setup of lab equipment and preparation
of chemicals used on samples for Chapter 4 experiments:
•

Scaffold Fabrication (Section 3.2.1): details the configuration of the FDM machine
used to fabricate samples as well as the geometry of the samples.

•

Surface Treatment Methods (Section 3.2.2): details the configuration of the Plasma
Prep II, and formulation and handling of SBF and detergent surface treatments.
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•

Mineralization of ABS and ICW Samples (Section 3.2.4): contains details of the setup
used to mineralize scaffolds including volume and concentration of SBF, refresh
rate, and total exposure time.

•

Burnout and Sintering Method (Section 3.2.5): lists the tube furnace and settings used
to burnout sample material and sinter the mineral scaffold.

3.2.1 SCAFFOLD FABRICATION PROCEDURE
Scaffold patterns are fabricated using a Stratasys FDM 1500 (ABS) and a Stratasys
FDM 1600 (ICW) equipped with T12 nozzles (0.305 mm diameter).

The scaffold

fabrication printing parameters (such as road width (RW), gap width (GW), road
orientation, and liquefier temperatures,) are adjusted by changing parameters in the
MATLAB code (Appendix A). Printed scaffold patterns were 12 – 18 mm in diameter, ~1.50
mm in height and printed with a layer thickness of ~0.30 mm (5 total layers). Table 3-1
summarizes some of parameters and scaffold dimensions printed. Deposited struts were
offset by 1.4 mm which will allow for coatings of 0.50 mm while maintaining a final GW in
the range of 0.30 – 0.50 mm.

This specific gap width (GW) was chosen as bone

proliferation has been shown to occur in pore sizes in the range of 0.30 – 0.50 mm [12].
Table 3-1. Pattern fabrication processing parameters
Material

Model/Support/Envelope

ABS
ICW

270/265/70 °C
70/71/28 °C

Road
Width
(mm)
~0.30
~0.40

Gap Width
(mm)
0.5 & 1400
0.5 & 1400

Road Orientation

Printing Pattern

0-90°
0-90°

Open Ends
Closed Ends

3.2.2 SURFACE TREATMENT METHODS
Samples required surface treatment to increase mineralization (Section 4.1.1).
Three treatment methods are investigated: plasma, sodium hydroxide, and detergent.
•

Plasma treatment for ABS and ICW samples is conducted using a SPI Plasma Prep II.
To clean the plasma chamber and glass slides the Plasma Prep II is run for 30
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minutes at 100 milliamperes in an oxygen environment. Next, samples are mounted
onto the clean glass slides and inserted into the clean plasma chamber. Samples are
plasma treated in an oxygen environment for 15 minutes at 50 milliamperes.
•

Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is dissolved in deionized water to a molar concentration
of 0.1M to treat samples. Samples are then immersed in ethanol and placed in a
vacuum to remove trapped air bubbles (from scaffold patterns). Deionized water is
exchanged with the ethanol, after which sample is immersed in 0.1M NaOH for 15
minutes. After treating the surface, samples are rinsed three times in deionized
water to remove remaining NaOH and transferred to a Petri-dish for mineralization.

•

Detergent (sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), CH3(CH2)11OSO3Na), used in a 1% solution,
was created by dissolving 0.01 g of SLS in 10 mL of deionized water. An ICW pattern
is immersed in 10 mL of the solution for 1 hour. While immersed, a magnet stirring
rod is used to gently agitate the solution. Next, the ICW scaffold pattern is removed
from the solution and rinsed with deionized water to remove excess detergent
before mineralization.

3.2.3 PREPARATION OF SIMULATED BODY FLUID (SBF)
Simulated body fluid (SBF) is used to mineralize the scaffold patterns. To prevent
premature precipitation, two aqueous solutions are prepared. A “stock” solution contains
all of the ions (Table 3-2) except for the bicarbonate, while the other aqueous solution
contained only the bicarbonate. The two solutions can be stored for an extended period of
time because precipitation will not occur until the two solutions are mixed. This afforded
the creation of large volumes of “stock” and “bicarbonate” solutions that can be quickly
mixed together to form SBF as needed.
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Table 3-2. Ion concentrations (mM) of human
blood plasma, 1×SBF, 5×SBF, 10×SBF.
Ion

Blood Plasma

1xSBF

5xSBF

Na+
K+
Cl–
Ca2+
Mg2+
H2PO4–
SO42–
HCO3–
pH

142
5.0
103
2.5
1.05
1.0
0.5
27.0
7.2-7.4

145.2
5.0
152
2.5
1.5
1.0
0.5
4.2
7.4

710
25.0
760
12.5
7.5
5.0
2.5
5.0
6.2

10xSBF
[102]
1030.0
5.0
1065
25
5
10.0
-10.0
6.1

To prepare 2.0 L of 5xSBF solution (1.6 L stock and 0.4 L bicarbonate), salts are
added (in order that they appear in Table 3-3) to a flask of 1.0 L of deionized water. Each
salt is allowed to completely dissolve before the next salt is added. After all salts are
completely dissolved an additional 600 mL of deionized water is added to the stock
solution. The bicarbonate solution is prepared by dissolving 0.84 g of sodium bicarbonate
in 400 mL of deionized water. The separate solutions are stored in a refrigerator for later
use. Stock and bicarbonate solutions are allowed to reach room temperature and then
combined in a volume ratio of 4:1, respectfully, to form 5xSBF when needed.
To prepare 1.0 L of 10xSBF solution (0.8 L stock and 0.2 L bicarbonate) salts are
added (in the order that they appear in Table 3-3) to 800 mL of deionized water. Each salt
is allowed to completely dissolve before adding the next salt. The bicarbonate solution is
prepared by dissolving 0.84 g of sodium bicarbonate in 200 mL of deionized water. To
prepare 10xSBF from the stock and bicarbonate solution, the solutions are mixed in a 4:1
ratio, respectively.
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Table 3-3. Required salt masses to prepare 0.80 L of
stock and 0.20 L of bicarbonate solutions.

Stock
Solution

Bicarbonate
Solution

Salts
NaCl
KCl
CaCl2 ⋅2H2O
MgCl2 ⋅6H2O
NaH2PO4
Na2SO4

Grams
81.23
3.73
3.68
3.05
1.20
0.71

NaHCO3

0.84

3.2.4 MINERALIZATION OF ABS AND ICW SAMPLES
Samples are anchored to the center of a Petri-dish using copper wires and tape.
Copper wires taped to the bottom of the Petri-dish leave a small gap between the scaffold
pattern and Petri-dish and prevent the scaffold from becoming mineralized to the Petridish (Figure 3-7). An additional copper wire can be used to hold the scaffold pattern in
place. After the scaffold patterns are secured, 50 mL of SBF is added to the Petri-dish.

Figure 3-7. Scaffolds are secured to wire rails to prevent them from mineralizing to the Petridish. Copper wire is used to hold the scaffolds to the rails and prevent them from
moving during mineralization.

The static and dynamic tests are conducted in an incubation chamber set at 37 °C.
For dynamic testing, an orbital shaker set at ~70 Hz is setup inside of the incubation
chamber. The samples are removed from the incubator every two to six hours (for 10x and
5xSBF respectively) so that the SBF can be exchanged with fresh SBF. Replacing SBF
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ensures that the ion concentration remained at a level that produces bone-like
mineralization. After mineralization, the samples are dried in a desiccant box overnight.

3.2.5 BURNOUT AND SINTERING METHODS
A “Thermolyne 21100 Tube Furnace,” with an inside diameter of 2.0 in. was used to
burnout and sinter mineralized samples. The programmable controller was capable of only
one temperature ramp and temperature setting at a time. To create a burnout profile with
multiple steps (Figure 3-8) the ramp rate and first temperature set point had to be entered
into the controller and allowed to reach temperature. Once the furnace had reached the
desired temperature, it would hold that temperature until the temperature set point was
changed. To proceed to the next “step,” the temperature set point was manually increased.

Figure 3-8. Multiple step burnout profiles are achievable with the Thermolyne 21100 furnace
but require manual operation.

Although multiple burnout profiles were tested, the best burnout profile (Section
4.2.1.1) used a simple “one step” process as illustrated in Figure 3-9. Using this burnout
profile the temperature ramp rate is set to 0.5°C/min and the sintering temperature (ST) is
set to 800°C. The sample is placed in the furnace and allowed to reach the preset
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temperature. Once the furnace has reached the sintering temperature, it is held for 1 hour
and then allowed to cool to room temperature at the same rate it was heated.

Figure 3-9. The burnout profile used to remove ABS, an identical profile was used for ICW (not
shown).

3.2.6 COMMON MEASUREMENT TOOLS
The mass of samples were weighed before and after experiments to determine the
amount of material added or removed. Mass measurements were made with an AccuLab
digital scale (AL-64; Arvada, Colorado). Experimental samples were often observed via
optical microscopy.

Optical microscopy was accomplished using a handheld digital

microscope - the Dino-Lite Pro (Torrance, CA). The accompanying software (DinoCapture)
was used to capture photos of samples to measure the road width (RW), gap width (GW)
and outside diameter of samples. High magnification images were taken using the FE-SEM
microscope via the Nanoscale Characterization and Fabrication Laboratory at Virginia Tech
to observe and measure the coating thickness, and to observe mineral growth and
structure.
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3.3 MASTER’S THESIS ROADMAP
With the “Design” phase of the new scaffold fabrication processes completed,
“Experimentation and Evaluation” of the proposed process can begin.

In Chapter 4

experiments are conducted to identify appropriate process parameters that will create
“tube” and “backfill” scaffolds.

Figure 3-10. Master’s thesis roadmap.
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Chapter 4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE, DATA AND
ANALYSIS
Three sets of experiments are conducted to determine the parameter settings
necessary to mineralize scaffold patterns and create “tube” or “backfilled” scaffolds. The
experiments and results are split into three distinct sections, “initial experiments,” “tube
experiments,” and “backfill experiments” as seen in Figure 4-1. First, “initial experiments”
are conducted to identify factors most important to the mineralization of scaffolds and
eliminate less significant factors (Section 4.1). After identifying important factors and
levels, testing moved towards creating “tube” (Section 4.2) and “backfill” (Section 4.3)
scaffolds (Figure 3-1).

Figure 4-1. Overview of the three sets of experiments.

In this chapter, each subsection (e.g. 1.1) begins with a summary of the overall
objective, followed by a list of sub-subsections’ main objectives. The sub-subsections (e.g.
1.1.1) contain the set of experiments and parameter settings which are summarized in a
table format (Table 4-1). The table format used has 6 main headings which are:
•

Section Number: Section #,

•

Scaffold Properties: Material Type – (ABS or ICW), Gap Width – (GW in µm)

•

Surface Treatment: Plasma – (P); NaOH – (N); and Detergent – (Det),
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•

Flow Condition: Dynamic – (D); or Static – (S),

•

Simulated Body Fluid Settings: Concentration – (Conc in moles); Total Exposure
Time – (TET in hours); and Refresh Rate –(RR in hours), and

•

Sinter Cycle: Temperature Ramp – (TR in °C/min); and Sintering Temperature – (ST
in °C).

Table 4-1. Sample experimental table.
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Properties
Section # ABS/ICW GW
Plasma/NaOH/Detergent
1.0.0.0

A
I

300
250

P
N

Flow

SBF

Dynamic/Static

C/TET/RR

Sinter
Cycle
TR/ST

S
D

2/8/4
10/12/2

5.0
0.5

An example from Table 4-1 shows that two samples were used for experiment
“1.0.0.0.” The organization of the table allows us to efficiently name samples. The first
“experiment sample name” would be “A300PS” which gives all of the scaffold properties,
surface treatments and flow conditions in one easy to read name. The name “A300PS”
indicates that an ABS scaffold (A) with 300 µm gap widths was plasma treated (P) and then
mineralized under static (S) flow conditions. The second sample, I250ND indicates an ICW
scaffold (I) with 250 µm gap widths was treated with NaOH (N) before being mineralized in
dynamic flow conditions (D). Following each experimental procedure section is a “Data
and Analysis” section, in which samples are referenced via their “experiment sample
name.” Table 4-2 summarizes all experiments conducted including the purpose, results,
and conclusions.
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Table 4-2. Summary of all experiments conducted.
Section #

Purpose

Results

Conclusions

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS

SCAFFOLDS
4.1.1

Mineralize ABS

•

4.1.2

Mineralize ABS and ICW

4.1.3.1

Compare flow conditions
& surface treatments

•
Incomplete mineralization
•
Cracks in SBF
•
Plasma > NaOH, Dynamic > Static
•
Sintering failed,
• Over mineralization of Petri-dish

4.1.3.2

Try detergent as a surface
treatment on ICW

4.1.4

Initial mineralization and
sintering of 'tube scaffold'

Incomplete mineralization

•

Same amount of mineralization as
NaOH but uneven coating

•

•

Need surface treatments for scaffolds

•
mineral coat thickness
•
GW, C, TET
•
Use plasma on ABS
•
Try detergent on ICW
•
Use dynamic flow
•
Clean Petri-dish frequently
• coating thickness
•

Use plasma on ABS and ICW

Detergent is not a better surface
treatment
ABS sintering failed: large cracks,
tube adhered to crucible, large
holes

•
•
•

Need "minimum coating thickness"
(MET)
Use slow TR (0.5°C/min)
Lower sintering temperature

•

Samples sintered to crucible and
formed cracks (too hot)

•
•

Minimum exposure time = 48 hours
Sintering temperature = 800 °C

•

Mineral coating thickness of 500
µm @ 48 hours in 10xSBF
Coating is not even
Sintered strands were very fragile

•

Uneven coatings created weakness in the
sintered tubes
Use large GW offset for “tube scaffolds” to
allow for thick mineral coatings to
deposit

•
•

RW were not being evenly coated
Could not mineralize for 48 hours
b/c scaffold backfilled

•

The scaffold “roads” could not be coated
evenly and resulted in samples too fragile
to handle – tube scaffolds are non-viable.

•

Scaffolds were completely
backfilled
Scaffolds survived sintering
Sintered scaffolds contained
internal channels

•

Backfilled scaffolds created viable
scaffold architecture with designed
internal channels.

•

FILAMENTS
4.2.1.1

Determine minimum
exposure time and
sintering conditions to
form tubes

4.2.2.1

Mineralize and sinter
'strands' which
approximate the RW used
to fabricate scaffolds

TUBE

STRANDS

•
•

•

SCAFFOLDS
4.2.3

Create tissue scaffold with
controlled GW and 'tubes'

4.3

Completely 'backfill"
pattern and create inverse
mold scaffold

BACKFILL

SCAFFOLDS
•
•
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4.1 INITIAL EXPERIMENTS
Initial experiments are conducted to identify factors most important to the process
and eliminate some of the less significant factors and levels. Initial experiments are used to
determine the best surface treatments and flow conditions to enhance mineralization, and
determine some preliminary settings for sintering. There were three groups of initial
experiments:
1. Initial mineralization experiment to see if SBF would mineralize ABS (Section 4.1.1)
2. Experiments to test the effect the surface treatments have on mineralization
(Section 4.1.2).
3. Experiments to test the effects of three different surface treatments and two
different flow conditions on mineralization (Section 4.1.3). A simple sintering test
was conducted to examine preliminary effects of burnout and sintering on a
mineralized scaffold.
The experimental settings, results and conclusions for “initial experiments” section
have been summarized in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3. Summary of experimental settings and analysis for “initial experiments.”
Section #
4.1.1
Result
Concl.

Scaffold
Properties
ABS/ICW
GW‡

Results
Concl.

INITIAL EXPERIMENTS
SCAFFOLDS

Results
Concl.

4.1.3.2
Results
Concl.
4.1.4
Results

Concl.

I

•
•

Plasma/NAOH/Detergent

Dynamic/Static

C/TET/RR

TR/ST

D

1/8/4

--

---

•

D
5/8/4
D
5/8/4
Cracks in SBF coating

•
•

Try plasma on wax
Use higher GW b/c need thicker coating

•

D
10/8/2
D
10/8/2
D
10/8/2
D
10/8/2
S
10/8/2
S
10/8/2
S
10/8/2
S
10/8/2
Cracks in SBF coating

200
Plasma
300
NaOH
ABS coated, but not thick enough
NaOH did not coat wax well
Try 10xSBF
Deposit thicker coating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Sinter Cycle

A
I

A
A
I
I
A
A
I
I

•
•

SBF*

200
-Incomplete mineralization
Need surface treatments for scaffolds

•
•
•
•

4.1.3.1

Flow

A
•
•

4.1.2

Surface Treatment

500
Plasma
500
NaOH
500
Plasma
500
NaOH
500
Plasma
500
NaOH
500
Plasma
500
NaOH
ABS coated, but not thick enough
NaOH did not coat wax well
Try plasma on ABS and ICW
Try detergent on ICW
Use dynamic flow
Need “minimum coating thickness”
Try slower TR, and lower ST

•
•

---------

Separate bottom of scaffold from Petri-dish, flip
scaffold every 12 hours, change/clean Petri-dish
Try “backfilled” scaffolds

500
Detergent
D
10/8/2
Uneven mineralization
•
Not better than plasma or NaOH
Use plasma surface treatments on ABS and ICW

--

A500PD – from 4.1.3.1
5/1200
ABS sintering failed: large cracks, tube adhered to crucible, large holes
Noticed dense (but thin) “shell” was covered by larger mineral agglomerates
Tube was ‘off color’ in the middle: possible ABS is melting and “burning” in the bottom of the
tubes  could be causing problems
Lower sintering temperature to avoid
•
Slower temperature ramp
fusing minerals to crucible
Longer SBF exposure

*Simulated Body Fluid, SBF: C/TET/RR = Concentration/Total Exposure Time(hours)/Refresh Rate(hours)
‡: All gap widths (GW) are in µm.
TR: Temperature Ramp (°C/min); ST: Sintering Temperature (°C)

4.1.1 INITIAL MINERALIZATION ATTEMPT
A preliminary experiment was conducted to see if SBF would deposit minerals on
ABS. An ABS scaffold was fabricated using methods from Section 3.2.1. This experiment
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was conducted with the settings shown in Table 4-4. Briefly, an ABS scaffold with designed
GW of 200 µm and no surface treatment was mineralized under dynamic flow conditions in
1xSBF for 8 hours. After mineralization the scaffold was examined via FE-SEM.
Table 4-4. Summary of experimental settings for “initial mineralization attempt.”
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Flow
SBF Settings
Properties
Section #
4.1.1

ABS/ICW
ABS

GW
200

Plasma/NaOH/Detergent
N/A

Dynamic/Static
D

C/TET/RR
1/8/4

Sinter Cycle
TR/TS
N/A

Data and Analysis

Preliminary experiments in mineralizing scaffold patterns without a surface
treatment resulted in incomplete mineralization. Specifically, small groups of minerals
crystallized on the surface of untreated ABS scaffolds, but the crystallization was not
cohesive (Figure 4-2A) and failed to coat the bottom surface of the scaffold pattern (Figure
4-2B). The formation of bubbles on the surface and interior of patterns prevented areas
from being coated with minerals.

Figure 4-2. A) FESEM of an untreated ABS scaffold mineralized with 5×SBF (100x zoom); B)
FESEM of the bottom of the same scaffold (70x zoom).

Results from this experiment indicate that mineralization was incomplete. As a
result, it was proposed to use surface treatments to enhance mineralization of the surface.
Using surface treatments will create a charged surface and decrease the contact thereby
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increasing nucleation sites for mineralization to begin and preventing the formation of
bubbles that prevent SBF from penetrating the scaffold (Section 3.1.2).

4.1.2 PRELIMINARY SURFACE TREATMENTS
An initial study was conducted to see if plasma treatment would increase
mineralization of ABS scaffolds while ICW was treated with NaOH. ABS and ICW scaffolds
were fabricated by methods from (Section 3.2.1). This experiment was conducted under
dynamic flow conditions in 5xSBF (Table 4-5). Scaffolds were mineralized and then dried
overnight. Samples were imaged via optical microscopy and FE-SEM to evaluate the
effectiveness of the surface treatments used.
Table 4-5. Summary of experimental settings for “preliminary surface treatments.”
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Flow
SBF Settings
Section # ABS/ICW GW Plasma/NaOH/Detergent Dynamic/Static
C/TET/RR
4.1.2

A
I

300
300

P
N

D
D

5/12/4
5/12/4

Sinter Cycle
TR/ST
N/A
N/a

Data and Analysis

Sodium hydroxide treatment of the ICW pattern showed improved mineralization
when compared to mineralization without surface treatment. However, the mineralization
was not complete (Figure 4-3A). Only small amounts of mineral can be seen on the ICW as
compared to the plasma-etched ABS (Figure 4-3B). As such, no further analysis of I300ND
was completed, as I300ND was not successfully mineralized in this trial.
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A)

B)

Figure 4-3. A) ICW pattern has slight mineral deposits following NaOH etch, but is not heavily
coated like the B) ABS pattern following plasma-etch.

Following the surface treatment and mineralization post-process, it was observed
(via FE-SEM) that mineral deposition had penetrated and uniformly coated the plasmaetched ABS scaffold pattern. Evidence of this coating can be seen in Figure 4-4A: the
darker areas represent the center of the deposited ABS road that is exposed (due to the
removal of the tape that anchored the scaffolds) while the lighter areas show the deposited
mineral coating.
Figure 4-4B shows that some cracks have formed throughout the mineral coating.
This cracking is possibly due to the rapid cool-down that followed mineralization. While
the coating was predominately uniform throughout the scaffold, as seen in Figure 4-4A,
small conglomerates did appear (Figure 4-4C). Images of the fractured mineral coating
(that resulted from the removal of the tape) showed that mineralization resulted in a
coating that is ~3 – 4 µm thick (Figure 4-4D).
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Figure 4-4. A) Mineralization of the top and second layer of an ABS scaffold (200x zoom). B)
Clusters of minerals and small cracks formed on the mineral coating (2000x zoom). C)
Conglomerates formed on the surface of the mineral coating. D) The mineral coating is ~3 –
4 µm thick.

Although mineralization had improved, the coating was still not thick enough to
survive sintering and handling (only ~3 – 4 µm thick). In subsequent experiments the
concentration of SBF was increased to 10xSBF, because research by Tas and Bhaduri
indicated a 65 micron thick coating was possible in as little as 6 hours [96] using 10xSBF.
However, the need to drastically increase mineralization necessitated testing the effects of
surface treatments and flow conditions on scaffold mineralization.
Since plasma surface treatment worked on ABS, it was decided to try it on the ICW
as well. Dynamic and static flow conditions are tested because they may affect scaffold
mineralization. Specifically, dynamic flow may increase mineralization by forcing fluid into
the scaffold pores ensuring that surfaces within the scaffold become coated.
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4.1.3 DETERMINATION OF IDEAL SURFACE TREATMENTS AND FLOW CONDITIONS
Two experiments were conducted in order to determine the ideal surface
treatments and flow conditions for mineralization of ABS and ICW scaffolds. Section 4.1.3.1
experiments compare Plasma vs. NaOH for both dynamic and static flow conditions. A
suggestion from Dr. Goldstein and Satya Semavedi lead to the testing of an additional
surface treatment on ICW using a detergent (Section 4.1.3.2).

4.1.3.1
Effect of Surface Treatments and Flow Conditions on Scaffold
Mineralization
To enhance mineralization of the scaffolds, two variables were changed. First, ABS
and ICW scaffolds were treated with plasma and NaOH (refer to Section 3.2.2 for treatment
details) to determine the ideal surface treatment for the scaffold material.

Second,

scaffolds were mineralized in a “static” environment or “dynamic” environment to see how
fluid flow affected mineralization. The solution was changed every 2 hours to maintain ion
concentrations for mineral precipitation. In total, 8 scaffold samples were surface treated
and then mineralized in 10xSBF – a summary of the experiment conditions are in Table 4-6.
Table 4-6. Summary of experimental settings for “effect of surface treatments and flow conditions
on scaffold mineralization.”
Sinter
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Flow
SBF Settings
Cycle
Section # ABS/ICW GW Plasma/NaOH/Detergent Dynamic/Static
C/TET/RR
TR/ST
4.1.3.1

A
A
I
I
A
A
I
I

500
500
500
500
500
500
500
500

P
N
P
N
P
N
P
N

D
D
D
D
S
S
S
S
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10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2
10/8/2

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Scaffolds were weighed before and after mineralization to determine the amount of
minerals deposited. ANOVA analysis was used to determine which factors were most
important. Scaffolds were then observed via optical microscopy to look for even mineral
coat thickness and penetration.
Data and Analysis

The final mass of deposited minerals for each scaffold is listed in Table 4-7. Threeway “analysis of variables” (ANOVA) was performed on the mineral mass data using a
program written in Mathematica 7.0 for Students software (Appendix B). ANOVA indicates
that flow condition and surface treatment were the two most significant factors in this
experiment (F-ratios of 170 and 10.2) while the scaffold material had only a small effect (Fratio of 1.89). The calculated P-values, which indicate confidence in our hypothesis, were
0.0486 and 0.194 (for the flow condition and surface treatment parameters) and indicate a
strong relation between the experimental factors and amount of mineral deposition.
Table 4-7. Mineral mass data (in grams)

Dynamic
Static

ABS

ICW

0.0153

0.0141

Plasma

0.0108

0.0109

NaOH

0.0033

0.0026

Plasma

0.0030

0.0004

NaOH

Figure 4-5 is a bar graph of the mineral mass data. The experiment has been
separated into two main groups, Plasma vs. NaOH (indicated on the x-axis) and Dynamic vs.
Static (indicated by the blue and red color bars respectively). The amount of minerals
deposited (in grams) is indicated on the y-axis. As can be seen in the graph, scaffolds which
were plasma treated mineralized more than NaOH treated scaffolds.
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Also, dynamic

conditions resulted in much better mineralization than static conditions. Table 4-8
indicates that dynamic flow increased mineralization by 72.2 – 96.3% over static flow
conditions. Table 4-9 indicates that plasma surface treatment increased mineralization by
9.10 – 84.6% over NaOH.

Figure 4-5. Bar graph comparing the effect of experiment factors on amount of minerals
deposited (y-axis): surface treatment (Plasma vs. NaOH, on the x-axis), FDM material
(ABS vs. ICW, see legend), and flow conditions (Dynamic vs. Static, see legend).

ABS
ICW

Table 4-8. Percent difference: Dynamic vs. Static as a function of surface treatment.
Percent Difference
Surface Treatment
Dynamic vs. Static
(Plasma/NaOH)
(%)
78.4
Plasma
72.2

NaOH

81.6

Plasma

96.3

NaOH
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ABS

Table 4-9. Percent difference: Plasma vs. NaOH as a function of flow condition.
Percent Difference
Flow Condition
Plasma vs. NaOH
(Dynamic/Static)
(%)
29.4
Dynamic

ICW

9.10

Static

22.7

Dynamic

84.6

Static

A comparison of ABS vs. ICW (Figure 4-5) shows that ABS mineralized better than
ICW in all surface treatment and flow conditions (with the exception of NaOH with dynamic
conditions). To increase the mineralization of ICW, a third surface treatment, using a
detergent, was explored.

4.1.3.2

Effect of Detergent as a Surface Treatment

After observations from Section 4.1.3.2 indicated that ICW was not mineralizing as
well as ABS, a third surface treatment was applied to ICW. A detergent (Section 3.2.2) was
used to surface treat the scaffold. Next the scaffold was mineralized in SBF with dynamic
flow conditions. A summary of the experiment conditions are in Table 4-10.
Table 4-10. Summary of experimental settings for “effect of detergent as a surface treatment.”
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Flow Cond.
SBF Settings
Sinter Cycle
Section # ABS/ICW GW Plasma/NaOH/Detergent Dynamic/Static
C/TET/RR
TR/ST
4.1.3.2

I

500

D

D

10/8/2

N/A

The detergent treated scaffold was weighed before and after mineralization to
calculate the amount of minerals deposited. After mineralization the scaffold was observed
with an optical microscope to check for mineral coat thickness and penetration.
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Data and Analysis

The use of detergent did not significantly improve mineralization of ICW. The
amount of minerals deposited on the ICW surface treated with detergent was less than the
other surface treatments by 0.001 g as seen in Figure 4-6A. Also, the thickness of the
detergent mineral coating was less consistent than that of the NaOH treatment (Figure
4-6B & C).
Plasma is the best surface treatment investigated thus far and provides the highest
increase in mineralization and even mineral coating. Dynamic flow conditions greatly
increased mineralization of scaffolds. As such, all future experiments will use plasma
surface treatment and dynamic flow conditions for mineralization.

C)

B)

Figure 4-6. A) Detergent deposited slightly less minerals than the NaOH surface treatment.
Optical microscopy of the NaOH (B) and detergent (C) surface treatments revealed that
detergent heavily mineralized parts of the scaffold while failing to mineralize others.

4.1.4 INITIAL SINTERING
The best coated scaffold from “initial experiments” (4.1.3.1–4.1.3.2) was chosen to
be used in a preliminary sintering experiment (A500PD). This test was conducted to
observe how burnout and sintering may affect the mineralized scaffold.
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A burnout profile (Figure 4-7) was used to remove the ABS. After the burnout phase
(holding temperature at 550°C for 1 hour) the tube furnace temperature was increased to
1200°C in order to sinter mineral deposits.

The tube furnace was cooled to room

temperature at 5.0°C/min before removing the mineral scaffold.

After sintering, the

scaffold was removed and observed via an optical microscope.

Figure 4-7. An initial heating profile designed to remove ABS from the mineral scaffold. A
temperature ramp of 5.0°C/min was use for the heat up/cool down.

Data and Analysis

The scaffold obtained from A500PD using the burnout profile from Figure 4-7 is
shown in Figure 4-8. The scaffold diameter shrunk by 52.8%. This large shrinkage factor is
probably caused by the loosely packed crystals sintering together and filling the voids
between them. As the gaps between crystals fill, the part is expected to shrink. A more
dense mineral coating may reduce the amount of shrinkage.

However, the sintering

temperature should also be adjusted to prevent minerals from fusing to the crucible.
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The temperature ramp (5.0°C/min) may have been too extreme and may have
caused cracking throughout the ceramic structure. A slower temperature rate (0.5°C/min)
combined with a thick mineral coating may improve part strength.

5.67 mm

Figure 4-8. The initial sintered scaffold shrunk approximately 52.8% from the starting diameter of
12.0 mm to 5.67 mm post sintering.

From the initial sintering experiment it is evident that a thicker coating and
appropriate sintering settings need to be determined in order to form tubular structures.

4.1.5 SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTS
At the conclusion of “initial experiments” it was determined that:
•

1xSBF and 5xSBF did not thoroughly coat samples (Section 4.1.2).

Thus, to

thoroughly coat samples, 10xSBF is necessary.
•

Plasma surface treatment and dynamic flow conditions resulted in the highest
amounts of mineralization compared to the other treatments used (e.g. NaOH and
detergent; and static flow conditions – Section 4.1.3.1). Therefore, plasma and
dynamic flow conditions are used to treat and mineralize samples in the remaining
experiments.
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•

The sintered scaffold failed due to the structural weakness of a thin mineral tube
(Section 4.1.4). It is hypothesized that coating thickness can be increased by using
higher concentration SBF (10x) and soaking samples for a longer period of time.
Also, using a slower temperature ramp during sintering will minimize the formation
of cracks.
With the primary factors for surface treatment, mineralization, and sintering

identified, experiments into “tube” and “backfill” scaffolds can begin.

4.2 TUBE METHODS EXPERIMENTS
A “tube” is formed when the mineralized scaffold pattern is “burned out” during the
sintering process. It is hypothesized that “tube scaffold” geometries might have several
benefits over other AM fabricated scaffolds such as increased porosity and will thus lead to
vascularization (Section 3.1.4). In this section, experiments are conducted to produce
mineralized coats on filaments, strands, and scaffolds that are strong enough to survive
sintering and do not form cracks or holes (Figure 4-9A & B). In Section 4.2.1.1, a “minimum
exposure time” (MET) necessary to create a defect-free coating is determined through
experimentation with scaffold material filaments (ABS and ICW) which have a diameter of
1.75 mm. In Section 4.2.2, small strands, which approximate the dimensions of extruded
material (0.30 mm in diameter), are soaked for the recommended MET before sintering.
Finally, the knowledge gained from the filament, and strand experiments is used to design
the geometry of a scaffold pattern (Figure 4-9C & D) that can be coated in minerals and
sintered (Section 4.2.4). A summary of the experimental settings, results, and conclusions
for “tube” experiments are presented in Table 4-11.
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Figure 4-9. A) Self-supporting tubes were formed and the B) coating thickness was estimated. C)
The offset GW was adjusted to allow for thick mineral coatings to form D) “tube scaffolds.”
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†

Table 4-11. Summary of experimental settings and analysis for “tube” experiments .
Scaffold
SBF*
Sinter Cycle
Properties
Section #
ABS/ICW
GW‡
C/TET/RR
TR/ST
A

4.2.1.1
Results
Conclusions

`TUBE

FILAMENTS

Results
Conclusions

•
•

•
•

STRANDS

10/12/2

0.5/1200

Sintered to crucible
 Sintering temperature
A
-10/24/2

•
•

Large crack on top
 Mineral coat thickness

•
•

Very weak part
 Mineral coat thickness

0.5/550

Did not stick to crucible
 Sintering temperature
A
-10/24/2

0.5/950

Results
Conclusions

•
•

Results
Conclusions

•
•

Results

•
•

Conclusions

•

Sintered to crucible
•
 Sintering temperature
•
A
-10/36/2
0.5/900
I
-10/36/2
0.5/900
Sintered to crucible
•
 Sintering temperature
•
A
-10/48/2
0.5/800
I
-10/48/2
0.5/800
Samples did not stick to crucible
•
ABS and ICW survived sintering with no
cracks
Recommend using a MET of 48 hours for strands

Results

•
•

A
-10/48/2
0.5/900
I
-10/48/2
0.5/900
500 µm thick pre-sinter coating
ABS/ICW coatings ‘uneven’

Conclusions

•

ABS/ICW survived sintering –
formed small hollow-tubes
• Hollow-tubes were very fragile
Tubes may be too fragile  try backfilled scaffolds

Results

•

A
1.4
10/48/2
0.5/900
I
1.4
10/48/2
0.5/900
Scaffolds would not coat evenly

Conclusions

•
•

Mineralization of tube scaffolds not effective
Coating is too uneven and sintered parts are too fragile to create viable scaffolds

4.2.2

4.2.4
SCAFFOLDS

--

Crack on side of tube
 Mineral coat thickness

Crack on side of tube
 Mineral coat thickness

ICW has thin ‘see through’
areas

•

•

Could not mineralize for 48
hours due to backfilling

*Simulated Body Fluid, SBF: C/TET/RR = Concentration/Total Exposure Time(hours)/Refresh Rate(hours)
†: All samples were plasma treated and mineralized under dynamic conditions.
‡: All gap widths (GW) are in mm.
TR: Temperature Ramp (°C/min); ST: Sintering Temperature (°C)
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4.2.1 MINERALIZATION AND SINTERING OF MATERIAL FILAMENTS
Initial experiments (Section 4.1.4) indicated a need to determine a minimum
exposure time (MET) in SBF required to form a mineral coating capable of surviving
sintering. To determine the MET, samples were exposed to SBF in 12 hour increments and
then sintered. If a sample failed to survive sintering, then samples were mineralized for 12
additional hours before being sintered again. Sintering parameters were also adjusted to
increase part strength while avoiding sintering of the sample to the crucible.
Increased sintering temperature fused adjacent crystals together, increasing part
strength. However, high sintering temperatures resulted in part shrinkage and sintering to
the crucible. Low temperatures resulted in decreased part shrinkage and sintering to the
crucible, but the parts were very fragile. An ideal sintering temperature strengthens the
part without causing sintering to the crucible. Section 4.2.1.1 presents the experimental
procedure used to determine the MET and sintering conditions needed to form tubes.

4.2.1.1

Determination of MET and Sintering Settings

Stratasys ABS and ICW filaments (1.75 mm diameter) were plasma treated and
attached to a Petri-dish (Figure 4-10). Two outside wires acted as spacers between the
samples and Petri-dish and prevent samples from mineralizing to the Petri-dish. A middle
wire secured filaments in place during dynamic mineralization and prevented samples
from floating or moving around.
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Figure 4-10. A) Mineralization of ABS and ICW filament samples. Samples were held in place with a
copper wire.

After each 12 hour increment of exposure to SBF, a small sample was cut from the
mineralized filament and placed in a tube furnace for sintering. When mineralizing for
extended periods of time, the Petri-dish becomes mineralized and prevents mineralization
of the samples. To prevent mineralization of the Petri-dish, samples were moved to a clean
Petri-dish every 24 hours. Replacing the Petri-dish ensured that increasing the exposure
time would increase the mineral thickness on the filament instead of increasing the coating
thickness on the Petri-dish.
After mineralization, samples were sintered in a tube furnace at varying “Sintering
Temperatures” (ST). Varying the ST was done to determine the maximum ST that would
help strengthen the part by sintering crystals together, but at the same time not sinter the
tube to the crucible. A slow “Temperature Ramp” rate (TR) of 0.5°C was used to prevent
cracking of the sample.

Table 4-12 summarizes the experimental conditions used,

including the filament material, total exposure time (TT), and sintering settings. Refer to
Section 3.2.5 for sintering details.
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Table 4-12. Summary of experimental settings and analysis for “determination of MET and
†
sintering settings” experiments .
Sinter
Scaffold
SBF Settings
Observations
Conclusions
Cycle
C/TET/RR
TR/ST
Section # ABS/ICW
4.2.1.1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sintered to crucible
Large crack on top
Did not stick to crucible
Very weak part
Sintered to crucible
Crack on side of tube

A

10/12/2

0.5/1200

A

10/24/2

0.5/550

A

10/24/2

0.5/950

A

10/36/2

0.5/900

• Sintered to crucible

0.5/900
I

10/36/2

• Sintered to crucible slightly,
but was removable
• Crack on side of tube

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sintering temperature
mineral coat thickness
 Sintering temperature
mineral coat thickness
 Sintering temperature
mineral coat thickness
ST
mineral coat thickness

•  Sintering temperature
• mineral coat thickness

• Mineralize samples for 48
hours in 10xSBF
• Sintering Temperature =
I
800°C
*Simulated Body Fluid, SBF: C/TET/RR = Concentration/Total Exposure Time(hours)/Refresh Rate(hours)
†: All samples were plasma treated and mineralized under dynamic conditions.

A

10/48/2

0.5/800

• Formed self-supporting
tubes
• Formation of “bi-layer” coat

Data and Analysis

Samples treated at too high of a sintering temperature (such as the first sample
which was sintered at 1200°C) would sinter to the crucible and break apart while trying to
remove them (Figure 4-11A). Samples with too thin of a coating were too weak to support
themselves and the tubes would crack (Figure 4-11B) and collapse in on themselves.

Figure 4-11. A) Ceramic minerals fused to the crucible. B) A thin coating on a mineralized
filament sample caused cracks to form in the tube and failure.

ABS samples which were mineralized for 48 hours in 10xSBF and sintered at 800°C
were able to form self-supporting tube structures (Figure 4-12A) with a “bi-layer” coating.
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The outer layer of the sintered coating was composed of loosely backed crystals that
formed a rough surface (Figure 4-12B). Removal of the top of the tube exposed a smooth
inner surface (Figure 4-12C). The smooth surface implies mineral crystals are closely
packed together and form a dense shell. To create stronger tubes the thickness of the
dense inner “shell” should be increased.
A)

B)

C)

Figure 4-12. A) Tube formed by mineralizing ABS filament for 48 hours in 10xSBF followed by
sintering at800°C. B) Magnification of the outer surface shows many crystals jutting out
from the surface in random directions which form a loosely packed outer layer. C) After
removing the top of the tube, a dense inner “shell” can be seen.

Once a viable filament tube was created, the MET and sintering settings were used
to replicate tubes via mineralization and sintering of “strands” of material. Successful
mineralization and sintering of strands will provide proof that small roads, such as the ones
used to create scaffolds, can be mineralized, sintered, and form tubes. The MET and
sintering settings from Section 4.2.1.1 are used as a starting point for the mineralization
and sintering of tube strands.

4.2.2 MINERALIZATION AND SINTERING OF MATERIAL STRANDS
Several measurements of the “strand diameter” were made during the strand tests.
These measurements were used to calculate the GW needed to produce three-dimensional
“tube scaffolds” (Section 4.2.4) and to calculate percent shrinkage, which is used to get a
rough estimate of the feature sizes (such as inner and outer diameters of sintered scaffold
tubes) that this process is capable of producing. Figure 4-13A shows a labeled mineralized
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strand before sintering while Figure 4-13B shows a strand after sintering. The notation do,X
and di,X stand for “outer diameter” and “inner diameter” with the ‘X’ substituted for presintering or post-sintering (“pre” or “post”).

Figure 4-13. A) Inner and outer diameters before sintering and B) after sintering.

Percent shrinkage is calculated for the outer (%strando,d) and the inner tube
diameter (%tubestrandi,d) of the “mineralized strand” using Equations 4-1 and 4-2,
respectively.
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Strands of material (ABS and ICW, see Figure 4-14) that approximate the
dimensions of the road widths used to fabricate scaffolds (RW ~300 µm) were taken from
the FDM machine by using the “load material” function on the front of the machine. This
caused long strands of material to be deposited from the nozzle without the need to code
an SML file. Strands were then mineralized and sintered as summarized in Table 4-13.
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Table 4-13. Summary of experimental settings for “mineralization and sintering of material strands.”
SBF
Sinter
Scaffold
Observations
Conclusions
Settings
Cycle
Section # ABS/ICW
C/TET/RR
TR/ST
4.2.2

A

10/48/2

I

10/48/2

0.5/800

0.5/800

• Strand sintered and formed a tube
• Bilayer coating of “shell and
conglomerates”
• Coating was uneven
• SBF coating was ‘see through’ but
sintered well – good even coating
• Bilayer coating of “shell and
conglomerates”
• Strand sintered and formed a tube,
no cracks or holes

• Can try to mineralize scaffold, but
the uneven ‘coating’ may lead to a
failure.
• Can try to mineralize scaffold, but
the uneven ‘coating’ may lead to a
failure.

~All samples were treated with plasma and mineralized under dynamic conditions

Data and Analysis

Figure 4-14A – Figure 4-14D show ABS and ICW strand measurements before and
after mineralization. The non-mineralized strand diameters (di,pre) are comparable to the
scaffold RWs (Sections 3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2). Strands were mineralized according to the
determined MET, after which the outside diameters (do,pre) for the ABS and ICW samples
were measured. Next, the strands were sintered at 800°C then do,post and di,post were
measured (Figure 4-14E-Figure 4-14H).
Table 4-14 summarizes the diameter measurements and percent shrinkages
calculated. The mineral coatings on the ABS and ICW strands were uneven, causing the
diameter to shrink and swell across the length of the samples (Figure 4-14C-Figure 4-14F).
The largest diameters were measured and recorded to allow for ample GW settings in
Section 4.2.4.

The varying outside diameter measurements resulted in unreliable

%strando,d calculations of 0% and 7.14% for the ABS and ICW strands. The %strandi,d are
calculated to be 25% and 38% for ABS and ICW, respectively.
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ABS

ICW

di,pre

do,pre

do,post

di,pre

Figure 4-14. (A, C, E) The diameter of a strand of ABS pre-mineralization, post-mineralization, and
post-sintering. (B, D, F) The diameter of a strand of ICW pre-mineralization, postmineralization, and post-sintering. (G, H) Post-sintering inner diameter of mineralized
ABS and ICW strands.
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Table 4-14. Percent shrinkage for the outer and inner strand diameter.
Pre-Sintered

Post-Sintered

Percent Shrinkage

do,pre (mm)

di,pre (mm)

do,post (mm)

do,post (mm)

%strando,d

%strandi,d

ABS

1.40

0.40

1.4

0.30

0.00

25.0

ICW

1.40

0.40

1.30

0.25

7.14

38.0

The di,pre for ABS and ICW were both measured to be 0.40 mm before any surface
treatments or handling took place. However, after the initial di,pre measurements were
made the strands were plasma treated and secured to a Petri-dish. The cross section of the
ICW sample measured may have been compromised due to its softness and low melting
temperature. The diameter of the ICW may have decreased during plasma treatment
(which may melt the ICW and cause it lose its shape) or the sample may have been
stretched or rolled to a thinner diameter during handling.
The inner diameters of the tubes (di,post) were not measured at views perpendicular
to the axis of the tube. This was because the fragile tubes could not be maneuvered to
obtain pictures of their cross sections and because fracturing of the tubes may not have
been perpendicular to the axis of the tube either. Alterations in the view of the tube, or the
angle that the tube fractured will result in small changes in the diameter of the tube (as
photographed by the camera) and may cause inaccuracies in the %strandi,d calculations.

4.2.3 SUMMARY OF TUBE FILAMENT AND STRAND EXPERIMENTS
ABS filaments were mineralized at 12 hour increments while changing the sintering
temperature in order to determine a MET and proper sintering conditions that would
result in self-supporting tubes. The MET was determined to be 48 hours, while a ST of
800°C and TR of 0.5°C were used to sinter the filament tubes.
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Next, ABS and ICW strands were mineralized and sintered using the settings
obtained from the filament tube experiments. The mineral coating was 500 µm on both the
ABS and ICW strands (pre-sintering). Sintered strands formed hollow-tubes but were
fragile due to uneven mineral coating.
Images of the sintered filament and strand samples indicated the formation of a “bilayer” coat. To create “tube scaffolds” the GW offset used must be increased to allow for
the growth of the mineral coating without occluding pores. Next, scaffolds with designed
gap widths will be mineralized.

4.2.4 TUBE SCAFFOLDS
Using the MET and sintering settings from Section 4.2.1.1 and mineral coat
thickness from Section 4.2.2, a three-dimensional “tube scaffold” is fabricated via a four
step process.
•

Fabrication: The geometry of ABS and ICW three-dimensional scaffolds is designed
to accommodate the thick mineral layers as measured in Section 4.2.2 and
fabricated via FDM (Figure 4-15A).

•

Surface Treatment: Scaffold samples are plasma treated to increase mineralization
as discussed previously (Section 3.1.2.1).

•

Mineral Coating: Scaffolds are submerged in 10xSBF to deposit a coating of ceramic
minerals (Figure 4-15B).

•

Burnout and Sintering: Finally, the ABS and ICW are removed from the mineralized
scaffold through a heat treatment process that involves burnout of the pattern
material and sintering of the minerals. Removal of the ABS and ICW leaves behind a
mineral scaffold of thin tubes (Figure 4-15C).
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Figure 4-15. A) Scaffold pattern with controlled pore geometry and placement. B) Pattern coated in
bone-like minerals. C) ABS/ICW pattern is removed after the heat treatment processes
leaving behind a mineral scaffold with designed pore structure and hollow-tubes.

Scaffolds fabricated with a small GW may become occluded during mineralization.
To prevent pores from clogging the layer thickness data from Section 4.2.2 was used to
calculate the offset GW used in scaffold fabrication (Figure 4-16). To maintain open pores
during mineralization a desired GW of 400 µm plus 2x the mineral coating thickness (500
µm) was used.

Figure 4-16. A) The offset GW was adjusted so that even with a thick mineral coating the desired GW
would be 400 µm.

Scaffolds fabricated with 1.40 mm GW and 12.0 mm diameter suffered from
interlayer delamination (Figure 4-17). As a result, the scaffold diameter was increased
from 12.0 mm to 18.0 mm. An increase in scaffold diameter resulted in more roads per
layer, which increased the number of contact points between layers thus increasing the
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interlayer strength. Scaffolds with an 18.0 mm diameter were strong enough to survive
handling during surface treatment, mineralization, and sintering.

Figure 4-17. An increase in GW resulted in delamination between scaffold layers.

Four scaffolds were fabricated (two ABS and two ICW) so that samples were
available for sintering and optical microscope observation. After fabrication the RW, GW,
and mass of each scaffold were recorded (Table 4-15) so that percent shrinkage
calculations could be made later. After fabrication, the scaffolds were plasma treated.

Figure 4-18. A) The offset GW was adjusted so that a thick mineral coating can be applied while
maintaining the desired GW (400 µm).
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Table 4-15. Scaffold mass and geometry of ABS and ICW “tube scaffolds” pre-mineralization.
Pre-Mineralization
Sample #1 (g)

Sample #2 (g)

di,pre (mm)

GW (mm)

ABS

0.0480

0.0454

0.27

1.40

ICW

0.0732

0.0748

0.40

1.40

The ABS1400 scaffolds were plasma treated as described in Section 3.2.2. However,
a small change was made to the plasma treatment of the ICW1400 scaffolds. The large GW
used resulted in ICW roads remaining unsupported and more susceptible to collapse due to
heat. During plasma treatment ICW roads deformed and collapsed due to a buildup of heat.
To prevent the buildup of heat in the ICW1400 scaffolds, plasma treatment was limited to 5
minute increments with a 5-minute wait between treatments to allow the chamber to cool
off (i.e., three on/off heating cycles were used: ICW scaffolds were in the plasma chamber
for 30 minutes – 15 minutes of which the plasma chamber was active, with 5-minute cool
down periods between each 5-minute treatment).
Following plasma treatment the scaffolds were mineralized according to the settings
in Table 4-16. Although scaffolds were to be treated for 48 hours (as determined by the
MET in Section 4.2.1.1), pore occlusion prevented scaffolds for being mineralized for the
full 48 hours. The SBF exposure time for ABS1400 and ICW1400 were lowered to prevent
complete backfilling of the scaffolds. Next an ABS1400 scaffold and an ICW1400 scaffold
were sintered at 800°C and 0.5°C/min.
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Table 4-16. Summary of experimental settings for “tube scaffolds.”
Scaffold
Sinter
SBF Settings
Results
Properties
Cycle
Section #
ABS/ICW
GW
C/TT/RR
TR/ST
4.2.4
A
1400
10/48/2
0.5/800 • Scaffolds would not
I
1400
10/48/2
0.5/800
coat evenly
• Could not
mineralize for 48
hours due to
backfilling

Conclusions
•

Mineralization of
tube scaffolds not
effective  coating
is too uneven,
sintered parts are
too fragile to create
viable scaffolds

The diameter of the tubes that formed after sintering were recorded so that percent
shrinkage could be calculated for the tube diameters and the mass of the sintered scaffolds
was measured to determine if the ABS/ICW had been successfully removed.
Data and Analysis

Mineralization was not homogeneous – some pores were occluded while others
remained open. As a result, the ICW1400 scaffolds were removed at 24 and 30 hours for
observation via optical microscope.
•

At 24 hours of mineralization the ICW1400 scaffold was heavily mineralized and
had occluded pores; however, some roads were not mineralized sufficiently (Figure
4-19A).

•

At 30 hours of mineralization the ICW1400 pores had become occluded but the
roads were not coated evenly as indicated by the red ICW showing through the
mineral coating (Figure 4-19B).
Although some pores were occluded, other sections of the scaffold had failed to

mineralize completely (Figure 4-19C). Pore occlusion on the outer surface of the scaffold
may prevent mineralization of the interior of the scaffold and may weaken the scaffold’s
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overall strength. ICW samples were removed from mineralization at 30 hours to prevent
further pore occlusion and allowed to dry overnight before sintering.

Figure 4-19. ICW1400 scaffold mineralized for A) 24 hours, and B) 30 hours; areas of incomplete
mineralization are circled in red. C) After 30 hours, pores became occluded while some
remain open (boxed).

The ABS1400 scaffolds were removed at 26, and 38 hours and observed
microscopically to track mineral deposition and avoid pore occlusion.
•

After 26 hours of mineralization the pores were still open, but some of the roads had
failed to mineralize to the desired coating thickness (Figure 4-20A).

•

At 38 hours some pores have become occluded and there are roads which have
failed to mineralize sufficiently (Figure 4-20B).

•

At 38 hours the pores have begun to backfill although some remain completely open
(Figure 4-20C), the dark areas indicate that the pores have not completely backfilled
as the black background can still be seen behind them.
The ABS1400 scaffolds were removed from further mineralization, to prevent the

pores from completely backfilling, and allowed to dry overnight before sintering.
ABS1400 and ICW1400 scaffolds that were mineralized for 30 and 38 hours,
respectively, were sintered at 800°C at a rate of 0.5°C/min.
mineralized scaffold masses were measured again.
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Following sintering the

Figure 4-20. ABS1400 mineralized for A) 26, and B) 30 hours; areas of incomplete mineralization are
circled in red. C) ABS mineralized for 38 hours has occluded pores and open pores (boxed).

Optical microscopy shows that occluded pores did not open after mineralization
(Figure 4-21A & D). A magnified view of the ABS roads (Figure 4-21B) shows that some
road coatings were so thin that they collapsed and formed holes. Figure 4-21E shows that
although the roads survived sintering, they were unevenly coated. Next, the sintered
scaffolds were fractured to investigate the internal architecture (Figure 4-21C & F).
Fracturing the scaffolds with liquid nitrogen revealed areas of “light and dark”
mineralization – indicating that some pores, although occluded, were not completely dense.
Small “holes” can be seen in some of the backfilled pores indicating that pores may have
sealed themselves off before completely backfilling (Figure 4-21C & F). Figure 4-21C and
Figure 4-21F also show that channels formed in the XY layers after sintering. Figure 4-21F
shows what the XY channels look like from a perpendicular and axial view. The inner
surface of the channels appears to be very smooth, indicating dense mineralization at the
SBF/scaffold interface while the other minerals appear to be much less dense. The “dense
inner shell” was seen before in the “filament” and “strand” experiments.
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Figure 4-21. AD) Overview of ABS and ICW sintered tube scaffolds. BE) Higher magnification of the
sintered tube scaffolds showing collapsed tubes (circled in red) and pore occlusion. The ABS
sample had roads which collapsed due to incomplete mineralization. The ICW sample roads
were completely mineralized but the pores were occluded. CF) Scaffold samples were
fracture to show internal tubes (red box) and mineralized pores (blue box).

Although a GW offset of 1.40 mm was used for the ABS and ICW scaffolds, the pores
failed to coat evenly. This may be due to the pore sizes between layers becoming clogged
(Z-pores). Pore height in the Z-direction depends on the layer thickness of the machine
which is only ~0.30 mm (i.e., Z-pores were 1.40×0.30 mm and clogged quickly). Instead of
an open scaffold structure that could be mineralized, channels formed when the Z-pores
clogged – changing the flow of SBF throughout the scaffold and how minerals were
deposited.

4.2.5 SUMMARY OF TUBE SCAFFOLD EXPERIMENTS
A three-dimensional scaffold composed of tubes was not successfully created.
Although the “tube scaffold” experiments created three-dimensional scaffolds with some
tubes, overall the scaffold was not composed of tubes. Sintering of the ABS and ICW
samples resulted in scaffolds composed of partially backfilled pores with internal channels.
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Where tube-like structures existed, the walls were so thin that the tubes failed and
collapsed.
Although the inner channels/tubes contained a dense inner shell, the inner shell
failed to propagate far enough through the mineral coating and did not provide adequate
strength for stable tube-like structures. In addition, the shell is covered in low-density,
random crystal conglomerates that add to the thickness of the mineral coating but do not
add any structural integrity. Specifically, plate like crystal formations occlude the pores
resulting in partial backfilling of the scaffold – preventing roads from being coated
properly.

Problems with mineralization, such as uneven coating thickness and pore

occlusion, resulted in weak scaffolds that could not survive handling.

4.3 BACKFILLED SCAFFOLD EXPERIMENTS
ABS and ICW scaffold patterns are used as negative molds to form scaffolds via an
indirect method.

Unlike indirect methods that use viscous slurries (Section 2.6) the

proposed method uses SBF to completely mineralize pores inside the scaffold patterns.
The low viscosity SBF (~ to water) can penetrate small pores easily and results in porous
scaffolds with controlled internal channels. The negative mold patterns are backfilled via a
four step process:
•

Fabrication: The geometry of ABS and ICW negative mold patterns are fabricated
via FDM with designed GW and RW (Figure 4-22A).

•

Surface Treatment: Scaffold samples are plasma treated to increase mineralization
as discussed previously (Section 3.1.2.1).

•

Backfill Mineralization:

Pores are backfilled via mineralization in SBF (Figure

4-22B).
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•

Burnout and Sintering: Finally, the ABS and ICW are removed from the mineralized
scaffold through a heat treatment process that involves burnout of the pattern
material and sintering of the minerals. Removal of the ABS and ICW leaves behind a
mineral scaffold with internal channels (Figure 4-22C). The designed GW and RW
values will become the wall thickness (WT) and channel diameter (CD) after
mineralization and sintering.

Figure 4-22. A) A mold is fabricated via FDM. B) The mold pattern is backfilled via
mineralization in 10xSBF. C) Mold material (ABS/ICW) is removed through a burnout
process and the minerals are sintered together.

Four negative mold patterns were fabricated via FDM (Section 3.2.1); two ABS500
and two ICW500 scaffolds (where 500 denotes the wall thickness (WT) – previously called
GW Figure 4-22C). The channel diameter (CD) were ~300 µm – previously known as the
RW (Figure 4-22C). The WT values used met or exceeded the resolution of other indirect
methods, whereas the CD values were equal to the resolution of other indirect methods
reviewed in Section 2.6.
After plasma treatment (Section 3.2.2), scaffolds were mineralized in 10xSBF until
the entire outer surface had been occluded by minerals (after 48 hours). The mass of each
scaffold was measured before and after mineralization to determine the amount of mineral
deposition.

Following mineralization in 10xSBF for 48 hours, scaffolds were dried
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overnight and then sintered. Next, the sintered scaffolds were weighed to determine if the
ABS/ICW had been removed. A summary of the mineralization and sintering settings can
be seen in Table 4-17.

SCAFFOLDS

BACKFILL

Table 4-17. Summary of experimental settings and analysis for “backfill” experiments.
Scaffold
Surface Treatment
Flow
SBF
Properties
ABS/ICW
GW*
Plasma/NAOH/Detergent
Dynamic/Static
C/TET/RR
Section #

Sinter
Cycle
TR/ST

A
500
P
D
10/48/2
0.5/900
I
500
P
D
10/48/2
0.5/900
Results
• Scaffolds became completely backfilled after 48 hours of mineralization
Conclusions • Scaffolds sintered well and formed hollow internal channels
* Measurements are in µm
4.3

Scaffold samples were observed optically to determine if the desired RW and GW
were obtained during fabrication, and to view internal architecture of the scaffolds preand post-sintering. The WT and CD were recorded pre- and post-sintering so that percent
shrinkage can be calculated. Burnout and sintering of mineralized scaffold patterns is
expected to cause shrinkage as the minerals sinter and fill the voids between them (this
was seen in the first sintering experiment). Characterizing the percent shrinkage of the
scaffold features will allow the scaffold patterns to be adjusted so that sintered samples
will be dimensionally accurate.
Linear percent shrinkage is calculated as a ratio of the difference between presintered and sintered dimension to the pre-sintered dimension as seen in Equation 4-3:
%Shrinkage = $

dim:;< − dim:=>?
+ ∙ 100%
dim:;<

4-3

where dimpre the is the scaffold dimension pre-sintering and dimpost is the scaffold
dimension post-sintering. In an ideal process the pre- and post-sintering measurement
would be made on the same sample in the exact same spot. However, it was not feasible in
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this experiment to measure the same point in the scaffold before and after sintering as
there was no way to “mark” a specific point for measurement. Also, the fracture method
used resulted in uneven breaks and often only one measurement could be made per
sample. Therefore, a simple %Shrinkagelimit is used to characterize the maximum and
minimum linear shrinkage of the WT and CD dimensions.

%ShrinkageABC,DBCB? = $

dim:;<,DBCB? − dim:=>?
+ ∙ 100%
dim:;<,DBCB?

4-4

where dimpre,limit correspond to either the maximum or minimum measured dimension
before sintering. In addition to calculating percent shrinkage, the sintered WT and CD
measurements are used to compare our fabrication process to other three-dimensional
indirect scaffold fabrication processes.
Data and Analysis

ABS and ICW negative mold patterns are shown in Figure 4-23. The pre-mineralized
scaffold patterns are designed to have a 500 µm GW (measured at the smallest pore gap)
and correspond to a 500 µm wall thickness (WT) of the scaffold after mineralization and
sintering. The internal channel diameters (CD) are formed when the RW material is
removed during sintering. Internal channel diameters are between 290 – 300 µm and 360
– 410 µm for ABS and ICW patterns, respectively (Figure 4-23A & B). Shrinkage during the
burnout and sintering process may cause the WT and CD to decrease slightly. Table 4-18
summarizes measurements of the WT and CD taken before and after mineralization, and
after the sintering process. The measurements from Table 4-18 are used to calculate
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percent shrinkage and to compare the fabrication process to other indirect scaffold
fabrication process.

Figure 4-23. A) ABS500 and B) ICW500 negative scaffold molds.

Table 4-18. Wall thickness and channel diameter measurements for “premineralized” “pre-sintered,” and “sintered” for backfill samples.
Pre-Mineralized
(Desired feature sizes)
WT (µm)
ABS
ICW

500
530
500
550

Sintered
(Actual feature sizes)

Pre-Sintered

CD (µm)

WT (µm)

CD (µm)

WT (µm)

CD (µm)

300 – 330

510

310

530

280

360 – 410

430

360

470

340

ABS and ICW scaffold were plasma treated (Section 3.2.2) and then mineralized in a
Petri-dish for 48 hours. As seen in Figure 4-24A & B, the scaffolds are completely coated
and the surface pores are occluded. Next, an ABS and an ICW sample were frozen in liquid
nitrogen and fractured to expose the internal architecture and check that internal pores
were completely backfilled (Figure 4-24C & D). The WT and CD are reported in Table
4-18–“Pre-Sintered.” The “Pre-Sintered” values fall within the range of expected values
(compare to the “Pre-Mineralized” values), except for the ICW WT. Plasma treatment may
have caused this area of the scaffold to deform, resulting in a smaller reported WT. In
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addition, it is difficult to measure the same spot of the scaffold twice – more sample points
are needed for further analysis.

Figure 4-24. AB) Overview of the pre-sintered ABS and ICW backfilled scaffolds. CD) Presintered scaffolds fractured with liquid nitrogen to expose the internal architecture –
pores are completely backfilled as desired.

Following mineralization, scaffolds were dried overnight and then heat treated to
burnout the ABS or ICW scaffold pattern and sinter the minerals (temperature ramp =
0.5°C/min and sintering temperature = 800°C). The solid disks were stronger than the
“tube scaffolds” and could be handled without crumbling. The backfilled scaffolds survived
sintering and formed solid disks with no visible pores in the surface (Figure 4-25A & B).
The samples were then frozen with liquid nitrogen and fractured to expose the internal
channel diameter and wall thickness. Figure 4-25C & D show that the internal pores were
completely backfilled as desired.
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Figure 4-25. AB) Overview of the sintered ABS and ICW “backfill scaffolds.” CD) Sintered
scaffolds fractured with liquid nitrogen to expose the internal architecture.

Using the pre- and post-sintered WT and CD values, the maximum and minimum
percent shrinkage was calculated for the WT and CD (Table 4-19). From Table 4-19 it can
be seen that the WT and CD dimensions shrank during sintering. The channel diameter
shrank between 6.7 – 15% and 5.6 – 17% for ABS and ICW, respectively. The scaffold
fabricated with an ICW pattern had a WT percent shrinkage of 6.0 – 15%. The wall
thickness of an ABS pattern was the only feature that did not shrink during sintering – the
table indicates that wall thickness actually increased. An increase in WT is highly unlikely
as the sintering of minerals should fill in the pores between crystals and result in shrinkage
– more sample points are needed for further analysis.
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Table 4-19. Maximum and minimum percent shrinkage for the wall thickness and channel diameter.
%ShrinkageWT,max
%ShrinkageWT,min
%ShrinkageCD,max
%ShrinkageCD,min
ABS

0.0

-6.0

15

6.7

ICW

15

6.0

17

5.6

4.3.1 BENCHMARK OF BACKFILL SCAFFOLDS
To compare fabrication methods, the method of Detsch et al. (highlighted row of
Table 4-20) was selected as a benchmark because it produced the smallest WT and CT
features compared to other methods (Section 2.6). The benchmark WT and CD were
assigned a “Compared” WT and CD of “0;” next, all fabrication methods were compared to
the benchmark and assigned either a “0,” “+,” or “–” based on if they had an equal, better or
worse feature resolution (Table 4-20). The WT and CD features obtained from the backfill
fabrication process developed in this thesis (first two rows of Table 4-20) performed well
compared to the other three-dimensional indirect scaffold fabrication methods.

ABS

produce the smallest CD (280 µm), and has the potential to print smaller WT. Although
500 µm was used as a demonstration of the WT, a smaller WT may be printed by modifying
the GW used for the scaffold pattern. The XY resolution of the FDM machine is 127 µm, so
the minimum GW that can be printed should be 127 µm. More testing is needed to
determine the WT and CD limits of this process.
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Table 4-20. Comparison of “backfill” WT and CD (sintered) to other indirect
scaffold fabrication methods.
Measured†
Compared
Mold
Mold
Cast
Fabrication
Material
Material
WT
CD
WT
CD
FDM:
ABS
10xSBF
530*
280
+
−
Stratasys FDM1500
FDM:
ICW
10xSBF
470
340
+
−
Stratasys FDM1600
D-IJP:
500Wax
PGA, PLA, HA ~500
0
−
Solidscape MM2
800
SLA:
Cibatool
560366HA slurry
−
−
3D Systems
SL5170
755
968
D-IJP:
Wax
HA slurry
~500 ~300
0
0
Solidscape BT66
* The WT can be decreased by decreasing the GW used to print the scaffold pattern.
† All measurements are in micrometers.

Reference
Section 4.3
Section 4.3
[16]
[81]
[83]

4.3.2 SUMMARY OF BACKFILL SCAFFOLD EXPERIMENTS
ABS500 and ICW500 “negative scaffold molds” fabricated and mineralized in
10xSBF for 48 hours resulted in completely backfilled scaffold patterns. The pattern
material was removed by a heat treatment process that burned out the negative mold while
leaving behind sintered mineral scaffolds with designed internal channels. The backfilled
scaffolds were not as fragile as “tube” samples, and could be handled without falling apart.
The scaffold internal architecture was characterized by the wall thickness (WT) and
channel diameter (CD). Some of the sintered WT and CD values for obtained in this
experiment were better than other indirect scaffold fabrication methods reviewed here.
Specifically ABS can produce 280 µm channels while ICW can produce 470 µm walls; the
“best” other method was capable of ~300 µm and 500 µm channel and wall thickness,
respectively.
Sintering resulted in percent shrinkage between ~5.6 – 7.0%. However, this data is
based on a single sample measurement, more trials are necessary to determine an accurate
percent shrinkage. An accurate percent shrinkage will allow the negative mold to be scaled
appropriately so that sintered scaffolds contain the desired WT and CD.
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4.4 MASTER’S THESIS ROADMAP
In Chapter 4, Section 4.1.3, the ideal surface treatment, flow conditions, and SBF
concentration for increased mineralization were determined. Plasma surface treatment,
dynamic flow conditions, and 10xSBF were used for the remainder of the experiments in
Chapter 4. Two scaffold meso-structures are explored, “tube” and “backfill” scaffolds.
Section 4.2 explores “tube method experiments,” while Section 4.3 explores “backfill
method experiments.”
For “tube experiments”, the minimum exposure time (MET) and sintering settings,
necessary to form self-supporting tubes, are determined by experimentation on “filaments”
and “strands” of ABS and ICW (Section 4.2.1 – Section 4.2.2). Next, the MET (48 hours) and
sintering settings (800°C at 0.5°C/min) are used to mineralize “tube scaffolds.” However,
tube scaffolds failed structurally.
During the “backfill experiments,” scaffolds with controlled meso-structure were
successfully fabricated using the four step method. The backfill scaffolds had improved
resolution compared to other indirect scaffold fabrication techniques, and samples were
mechanically stable.
A critical analysis of the four step process and experiments conducted in this thesis
is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents conclusion of this thesis, followed by ideas
for future work.
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Figure 4-26. Master’s thesis roadmap.
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Chapter 5 SUMMARY AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS
5.1 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED FABRICATION PROCESS
Through a review of stochastic, and AM scaffold fabrication techniques (Chapter 1
and Chapter 2), it was found that design and fabrication of tissue scaffolds was impeded by
two factors: limited biocompatible materials and control over scaffold meso-structure (e.g.
repeatable pore geometry and location, and support material). The focus of this work was
to design and analyze a fabrication process capable of producing tissue scaffolds while
alleviating design limitations with respect to these factors. A primary research question
was posed (Section 2.7.2):

Primary Research Question (RQ0)

RQ0: How to fabricate three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds while maintaining designer
freedom in material selection and design of scaffold internal architecture (meso-structure)?

Critical analysis of AM scaffold fabrication methods (Section 2.6.4) revealed that,
although there were many fabrication methods available, AM was limited to relatively few
biocompatible materials that could be processed.

To avoid developing a new

biocompatible ink for a specific AM method, indirect scaffold fabrication was selected as it
is does not require optimizing a biocompatible ink for use in an AM machine.
An appropriate AM method needed to be selected to fabricate the molds. Review of
AM methods showed that the use of support material diminished the ability to create small
pore sizes due to entrapment of material. As such, FDM was chosen as the mold fabrication
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method because it can produce “log-pile” structures without the need for support material.
In addition, FDM is capable of printing ABS and ICW which have been used in other cast
methods and can be removed via a burnout cycle.
Viscous slurries used in indirect scaffold fabrication limit the feature geometry and
sizes that can be created. A low viscosity “cast” material is required to penetrate small
geometries without forming bubbles. As such, biomimetic mineralization was reviewed
(Section 3.1.3) and hypothesized to be able to penetrate and deposit bone-like minerals
within scaffold architectures. This led to the use of SBF as a “cast” solution and, if given
enough time to mineralize the scaffold pattern, can result in improved feature resolution.
The burnout cycle used to remove the mold material can be modified to sinter the minerals
and increase part strength (Section 4.2.1.1). The primary research hypothesis proposed is
(from Section 2.7.2):

Primary Research Hypothesis (RH0)

RH0: Three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds with designed meso-structure can be fabricated via
an indirect method whereby scaffold patterns are manufactured by fused deposition modeling,
mineralized with simulated body fluid, then post-processed via a burnout and sintering cycle to
remove pattern material.

This hypothesis combines the strengths of indirect fabrication and additive
manufacturing, in a process meant to address the primary research question. The use of
indirect fabrication methods relax material limitations associated with tissue scaffold
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fabrication. AM techniques allow for the placement of material throughout an object such
that limitations on meso-structure (Section 1.3.2) are alleviated.
The need to identify processing parameters for mineralization and heat treatment
lead to the proposal of two additional research questions:

Secondary Research Questions (RQ1 and RQ2)
RQ1: How can mineralization of AM scaffolds with simulated body fluid be improved?
RQ2: How can pattern material be removed from the mineralized scaffold while

maintaining the scaffold meso-structure?

The primary research hypothesis was further tested via two scaffold mesostructures; either “tube” or “backfill” geometry. The indirect scaffold fabrication process
was composed of four steps: pattern/mold fabrication, surface treatment, mineralization,
and burnout and sintering (Section 3.1). A summary of the primary research hypothesis,
secondary research questions, and conclusions are presented in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Summary of primary research hypothesis, secondary research questions, and conclusions.
Section #
Hypothesis or Question
Conclusions
•
Plasma
surface
treatment
RQ1: How can mineralization of AM scaffolds with
4.1.3
•
10xSBF
simulated body fluid be improved?
• Dynamic flow
RQ2: How can pattern material be removed from the • AM material burned out; Sintered
scaffolds were stronger
4.2.1.1
mineralized scaffold while maintaining the scaffold
• 800°C @ 0.5°C/min
meso-structure?
• “Backfill” scaffold has designed
RH0: Three-dimensional, bone tissue scaffolds with
“log-pile” meso-structure of
designed meso-structure can be fabricated via an
internal channels
indirect method whereby scaffolds patterns are
4.3
• Channel diameter = 0.28/0.34 mm
manufactured by fused deposition modeling,
(ABS/ICW)
mineralized with simulated body fluid, then post• Wall Thickness = 0.53/0.47 mm
processed via a burnout and sintering cycle to
(ABS/ICW)
remove pattern material.
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5.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF INDIRECT SCAFFOLD FABRICATION VIA ADDITIVE
MANUFACTURING AND BIOMIMETIC MINERALIZATION
5.2.1 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF PATTERN/MOLD FABRICATION
Indirect scaffold fabrication takes longer to produce a scaffold because of the need
to fabricate and then remove the mold/pattern material.

Also, the use of high

temperatures or toxic solvents to remove mold/pattern material prevents the
incorporation of cells or growth hormones into indirect scaffold fabrication processes. In
this work, the use of high temperatures in post-processing makes incorporation of living
cells or growth hormones into scaffold architecture impossible.
The geometry of tissue scaffolds fabricated in this thesis is limited to “log-pile”
architectures. FDM is limited to depositing long strands (i.e., “roads”) and cannot produce
small beams/struts that extend out of the plane of the printing surface in the Z-direction.
Pattern/mold material was limited to thermoplastic filaments.

However, other AM

methods are capable of producing molds that are not restricted to “log-pile” structures; the
fabrication process developed in this thesis could be combined with methods such as IJP or
SLS to create scaffolds that are not limited to “log-piles.”
Despite its limitations, FDM afforded the creation of “log-pile” patterns/molds. The
use of thermoplastic material allowed for separation of the pattern/mold and mineral
scaffold via a heat treatment process. This resulted in defined channel geometry without
compromising the scaffold macro- or meso-structure.

5.2.2 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF SURFACE TREATMENT
The fabricated pattern/mold must have the appropriate surface chemistry to allow
for mineralization, otherwise it will require modification to its surface. ABS and ICW were
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treated with plasma, NaOH, and detergent to determine a suitable surface treatment to
allow for mineralization. In this work, plasma surface treatment was found to increase
mineralization by 9.10 – 84.6% over NaOH (Table 4-9). Experiments showed that plasma
was a better surface treatment than both NaOH and detergent. However, NaOH and
detergent may be more suitable for use on patterns/molds with low melting temperatures
as plasma treatment can cause low temperature patterns/molds to melt.

5.2.3 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF MINERALIZATION
Using analysis of variables, it was found that plasma treatment and dynamic flow
conditions greatly increased mineralization of samples. Dynamic flow conditions were
found to increase mineralization by 72.2 – 96.3% (Table 4-8).

It was necessary to

maximize mineralization of scaffold patterns before burnout and sintering could occur.
The completely mineralized “backfill scaffolds” formed 3D scaffolds with controlled
internal architecture, and were mechanically stable.
In this work, mineralization increases the fabrication time of scaffolds by 30-48
hours, adding approximately four days to the time it takes to fabricate a scaffold. Several
crystal formations were observed via FE-SEM, and resulted in variations in coating
thickness and pore occlusion. It should be noted that the chemical composition of the
deposited minerals has not been determined. Also, the surface to which minerals began to
grow was not limited to the scaffold structures.
Petri-dishes became mineralized after extended periods of time in SBF. As the Petridish surface mineralized scaffold mineralization slowed. The Petri-dish provided a large
surface for minerals to deposit and would “rob” the scaffold of minerals. To prevent over
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mineralization of the Petri-dish, the Petri-dishes were lightly washed, or exchanged with
clean Petri-dishes. Minerals formed on the Petri-dish could break off and become “mineral
plates” that floated around in the mineral solution. These “mineral plates” were sometimes
deposited on the scaffold and were large enough to occlude pores.

5.2.4 CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF BURNOUT AND SINTERING
Heat treatment to remove pattern/mold material makes it impossible to incorporate
living cells or growth hormones into the scaffold architecture. It also limits the type of
materials that can be used as a pattern/mold to materials that will produce low ash content
when pyrolized. The pattern/mold material must also have a small coefficient of thermal
expansion to prevent cracking during the burnout procedure.
The burnout and sintering cycle settings used in this work resulted in mechanically
stable “backfill scaffolds.”

A slow temperature ramp (TR = 0.5°C/min) was used to

decrease the chances of creating cracks and a sintering temperature (ST = 800°C) was used
to prevent scaffolds from sintering to the crucible. The effect of TR and ST on the strength
of a scaffold sample was not reported.

Optimizing the heat treatment cycle could

significantly reduce the time required to post process the scaffolds and increase the
mechanical strength of the scaffold.

5.3 SUMMARY AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS
Work in this thesis was split into three experiment sections. In the first section
“initial experiments” are conducted to assess the process parameters essential to our four
step process.

Next, three-dimensional tissue scaffolds are realized in the “tube

experiments,” and “backfill experiments.” The fabrication process is changed slightly to
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afford the creation of either “tube scaffolds” or “backfill scaffolds,” which vary by internal
architecture, however, both satisfy the primary research hypothesis. The objectives, test

TUBE

INITIAL

parameters, and conclusions for each section are summarized in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2. Summary of “initial,” “tube,” and “backfill” experiments.
Section #
Objective
Test Parameters
Scaffolds • Mineralize scaffold
• Surface Treatment:
4.1
with SBF
Plasma/NaOH/Detergent
• Determine surface
• SBF: concentration/fluid
treatment settings
flow
• Identify
• Temperature Ramp set at
mineralization
5.0°C/min
settings
• Identify sintering
settings
Filaments • Determine “minimum
• Exposure Time: 0 – 48
4.2.1
exposure time” to
hours
create self-supporting
• Temperature Ramp:
tube
0.5°C/min
• Determine
• Sintering Temperature:
appropriate sintering
550 – 1200°C
temperature
• Determine mineral
• N/A – Used MET and
Strands
coating thickness to
sintering conditions from
4.2.2
calculate scaffold GW
previous tests
offset
Scaffolds • Create three• Exposure time: MET had
4.2.4
dimensional bone
to be reduced from 48
tissue scaffold
hours to prevent
composed of tubes and
backfilling
macropores

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

BACKFIL

Scaffolds
4.3

•

Create threedimensional bone
tissue scaffolds with
internal channels

•
•
•

Exposure time: MET used
was 48 hours
Pre-sintered scaffold GW
offset = 500 µm
Pre-sintered scaffold RW
= 300 µm

•
•
•

Conclusions
Plasma is better than
NaOH and detergent.
10xSBF should be used
along with dynamic flow
conditions
Decrease temperature
ramp to 0.5°C/min to
alleviate formation of
cracks
Minimum Exposure Time
= 48 hours
Temperature Ramp =
0.5°C
Sintering Temperature =
800°C
Coat thickness measured
500 µm
GW = 1.40 mm
Scaffold mineralization
not controlled well
enough to form tubes
Sintered scaffolds very
fragile
Create “backfilled”
scaffolds
Sintered scaffolds strong
enough to be handled
Sintered Wall Thickness =
470 – 530 µm
Sintered Channel
Diameter = 280 – 340 µm

5.3.1 INITIAL EXPERIMENTS
ABS and ICW pattern/mold fabrication was accomplished using a custom built
MATLAB code to run the Stratasys FDM1500 & 1600 (Appendix A). Printed scaffolds had
controlled RW and GW could be modified easily allowing for quick design changes.
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However, the processing parameters for the remaining steps (surface treatment,
mineralization, and burnout and sintering) needed to be determined.
Through “initial experiments” the best surface treatment, flow condition, and SBF
concentrations were determined (Section 4.1.5). Plasma was determined to be the best
surface treatment method as it increased mineralization, and prevented the formation of
bubbles which allowed SBF to penetrate into the scaffold.

Dynamic flow conditions

increased mineralization by 72.2 – 96.3% compared to static flow conditions. A 10xSBF
solution was used to mineralize scaffolds because it reduced the amount of time needed to
form a mineral locating on the scaffolds and resulted in a thick mineral layer. A scaffold
mineralized for 8 hours in 10xSBF was sintered at 1200°C but resulted in a very fragile
scaffold that crumbled when touched.
Although initial experiments helped determine the processing factors for
mineralization and sintering, there was limited presentation of metrics that could be used
to compare one set of experiments to the other. The only metric developed in the “initial
experiments” was how much mineral was deposited (measured in grams). Focusing on the
amount of minerals deposited proved to be misleading. Although optical observation of
samples was used to determine if a sample had an evenly distributed coating, other
requirements such as coating thickness and density, and scaffold strength were not
quantified.

Focusing on only the amount of minerals deposited resulted in a poor

understanding of the mineralization process. Research into factors that increase density
and result in even mineral deposition would be beneficial in determining better
mineralization parameters, and possibly increase mechanical stability.
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5.3.2 TUBE EXPERIMENTS
The “tube filament” and “tube strand” experiments were used to determine the
correct mineralization time, sintering settings, and coating thickness needed to fabricate
three-dimensional scaffolds with tube geometry and macropores. “Tube filament”
experiments were used to determine:
•

the “minimum exposure time” (MET) needed to create a thick coating that was
strong enough to survive sintering,

•

the appropriate sintering conditions that would prevent cracking or melting of the
filament tube.
Mineralization time was varied between 12 and 48 hours (in 12 hour increments);

the MET was found to be 48 hours. A temperature ramp (TR) of 0.5°C/min prevented
cracks from forming during mineralization.

Existing research on thermogravimetric

analysis of ABS and ICW (Section 3.1.4) indicated that the material completely burned
away at 450 – 575°C. So, the sintering temperature was varied between 550 – 1200°C. It
was found that a ST of 800°C resulted in the removal of AM material and sintering of the
minerals. Observation of the sintered filament tubes, via optical microscope, revealed a “bilayer” coating which may result in increasing the coating thickness without increasing
strength.
Next, the MET and sintering settings were used in “tube strand” experiments to:
•

mineralize strands and then measure the coating thickness so that scaffold
geometry could be adjusted to allow for thick mineral coats to grow on the roads,
and

•

determine if the sintering settings would result in hollow-tubes.
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ABS and ICW strands mineralized for 48 hours in 10xSBF had a coating thickness of
500 µm. After sintering, samples were observed via optical microscope. The hollow-tubes
could be easily seen, but the tubes were very fragile. A “bi-layer” coating was also observed
in the “tube strand” samples.
Finally, the strand coating thickness and sintering settings from previous
experiments was used in the “tube scaffold” experiments to:
•

fabricate scaffold pattern geometry that will support a thick mineral coating while
allowing for macropores,

•

coat three-dimensional ABS and ICW scaffold patterns via mineralization, and

•

sinter ABS and ICW coated scaffolds to form hollow-tube mineral scaffolds
“Tube scaffold” samples with a GW offset of 1.40 mm (Section 97) were fabricated

and mineralized for 38 and 30 hours respectfully. The 48 hour MET was not feasible due to
the scaffold pores becoming backfilled.

Pre- and post-sintering scaffold observation

indicated that mineralization was incoherent – although some pores were partially
backfilled other roads were insufficiently mineralized and collapsed after sintering.
Sintered “tube scaffold” samples were fragile and broke when handled.
The testing of ABS and ICW “tube filaments” and “tube strands” established a
minimum exposure time and sintering parameters but resulted in uneven mineral
deposition. The maximum coating thickness measured in the “strand experiment” was
used to design the “tube scaffold” GW. However, experiments failed to produce a threedimensional tissue scaffold composed of hollow-tubes and macropores.

The uneven

coating process formulated for tube/strands was further exaggerated when used on a
three-dimensional scaffold.
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As the scaffolds mineralized the Z-pores became clogged creating “channels”. The
direction in which the “channels” formed was not aligned with the flow of SBF. The
“channels” altered the flow conditions and resulted in an uneven mineral coating. As a
result, SBF was no longer flowing through the scaffold coherently and mineralization
became highly irregular.
Scaffolds were monitored to allow thinly coated areas to coat properly and removed
before they became completely backfilled. However, sections of the scaffold remained
poorly mineralized even as the majority of the scaffold pores became occluded. Scaffolds
were removed and sintered, but the pores remained partially backfilled. The sintered
macropore size could not be reported due to pore occlusion.
The proposed process cannot produce viable “tube scaffolds” in its current state of
development. Development of a stronger, evenly distributed mineral coating is needed to
successfully create a scaffold composed of hollow-tubes and macropores.

5.3.3 BACKFILL EXPERIMENTS
The “backfill scaffold” experiments were used to:
•

Determine if internal pores would backfill before surface pores became occluded,

•

determine percent shrinkage of features, and

•

compare the sintered WT and CD of “backfill scaffolds” to other fabricated indirect
scaffolds.
The proposed process resulted in fabrication of a tissue scaffold composed of a

deliberate “log-pile” meso-structure of internal channels (Figure 2-25A). Figure 2-25A & B
shows that the pores of the “backfill” scaffolds to be completely filled even though surface
pores were occluded. Percent shrinkage values indicated that sintering resulted in a
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decrease in the WT and CD; compared to other indirect scaffold fabrication methods (Table
4-20),

the proposed fabrication process resulted in smaller wall thickness and channel

diameter than most existing indirect methods were capable of producing.

Figure 5-1. A) Scaffold with controlled internal “log-pile” channels. B) Completely backfilled
scaffold.

However, due to the small sample size the data collected is not conclusive as outliers
seem to have upset the “expected” trend for some trials. More samples need to be analyzed
before conclusions about WT, CD, and percent shrinkage can be finalized.

“Backfill

scaffolds” were not as fragile as “tube scaffolds” and could be handled without breaking
apart.
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Chapter 6 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
The primary contributions of this work have been the development of a new
scaffold fabrication process and identification of important processing parameters. By
combining AM techniques and indirect scaffold fabrication methods with biomimetic
mineralization, this work has developed an indirect scaffold fabrication process that has
less material limitations, and more control over scaffold meso-structure.
Critical to the development of this indirect scaffold fabrication process, was the
identification of mineralization processing parameters that would significantly increase
mineral deposition. Using ANOVA, surface treatment and flow conditions were identified
as significant mineralization factors compared to pattern material type. As such, plasma,
NaOH, and detergent were investigated as surface treatments; while dynamic and static
were tested as flow conditions. In this work, plasma surface treatment and dynamic flow
conditions were found to be ideal processing conditions and resulted in increased
mineralization. Scaffold pattern material was removed via a burnout and sintering heat
treatment.
Sintered ABS patterns had the smallest GW, 0.28 mm, compared to current indirect
scaffold fabrication techniques. It is expected that further development of this process may
result in RW values smaller than 0.50 mm. Having the ability to produce small mesostructure geometries is a significant achievement over other indirect methods, and may
allow for the fabrication of multiple-porosity scaffolds designed to incorporate multiple cell
types.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are:
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•

Development of a new scaffold fabrication process capable of producing “backfill
scaffolds” with smaller feature resolution than other indirect methods.

The

fabrication process allows for control over pore geometry and location, and allows
for the design of scaffold meso-structure.
•

Development of MATLAB code that can output Stratasys Machine Language code
used to control the FDM1500/1600 machine.

•

Identification of important mineralization processing parameters that increased
mineral deposition (e.g. plasma surface treatment, 10xSBF concentration, and
dynamic flow conditions).

•

Identification of burnout and sintering parameters that resulted in mechanically
stable scaffolds (e.g., temperature ramp of 0.5°C/min, and a sintering temperature
of 800°C).

6.2 FUTURE WORK
Suggestions for future work towards improvement of the manufacturing process are
separated into “short term” and “long term.”

6.2.1 SHORT TERM FUTURE WORK
Short term future work suggestions are related to characterizing the current
fabrication process and improving upon some of the limitations mentioned previously
(Sections 5.2 and Section 5.3). Suggestions for short term future work include:
•

Characterize the feature resolution:

Additional samples are needed to test the

repeatability and resolution of designed WT and CD. Current tests only investigated
one set of WT and CD values for a single layer thickness. The MATLAB code is
capable of generating pattern/molds of with larger or smaller WT, different road
orientations (0-90° was tested in this work), and “double-layer” thicknesses (i.e., the
Z-pore height can be increased by stacking layers parallel to one another).
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•

Determine mechanical properties: Mechanical properties of the scaffold have not
been determined. Knowing the strength of the scaffold will help determine what
type of tissue the scaffold may replace (i.e., is it a load bearing scaffold or a non-load
bearing scaffold).

•

Determine chemical composition: The precipitated minerals have not been analyzed
to see if they form HA. Also, the Ca/P ratio can affect sintering and mechanical
strength of the final scaffold [104].

•

Biocompatibility assessment: The fabricated tissue scaffold should be seeded with
bone tissue cells and tested for biocompatibility. In particular, look for cell adhesion
and proliferation throughout the scaffold structure including the channels and
micro-pores. As noted earlier, the internal channel “shell” has a very smooth surface,
however, cells prefer a rough surface for attachment.

•

Test other AM techniques for pattern/mold fabrication:
•

An Objet (Connex350) printer and DTM Corporation (Sinterstation 2000)
printer are available to test geometries other than “log-pile.” Although these
two systems are limited by support material, they have excellent feature
resolution, are capable of building trusses in the Z-direction, can increased Zpore size, and are capable of intricate internal structures.

•

Determine appropriate surface treatments for the Connex350 and
Sinterstation materials. The Connex and Sinsterstation materials may not
have the same surface properties and hydrophobic reaction that ABS and
ICW have. In particular, the Objet material has a low melting temperature
similar to the ICW and may not survive plasma treatment and the
Sinterstation produces parts with a rough surface finish.

•

Determine appropriate burnout profiles for Objet and Sinterstation
materials. Thermogravimetric analysis would determine the ideal burnout
temperatures and ash content. A dilatometer could be used to determine the
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) for Objet and Sinterstation materials.

•

Improve mineralization: Increasing the density and how evenly mineral deposition
occurs (eliminate the formation of plate/spire/petal crystal formations) in a three130

dimensional scaffold will increase part strength. Also, determining the rate at which
the coating thickness grows may allow for the design of a variable porosity
pattern/mold. Such a pattern/mold would have larger pores on the outer surface
and smaller internal pores – this would allow for internal structure to become
mineralized while keeping surface pores from becoming occluded.
•

Optimize burnout/sintering conditions:

Optimizing burnout/sintering conditions

could reduce the scaffold fabrication time. Also, higher sintering temperature will
result increase part density and may result in smaller channel diameters. Increased
strength will allow for smaller features to be fabricated.

6.2.2 LONG TERM FUTURE WORK
An ideal scaffold fabrication processes would allow for the precise placement of
materials, cells, and growth factors throughout a scaffold architecture such that any macro,
meso, and micro-structure could be formed. However, the current state of AM does not
permit this. Compounding the design of tissue scaffolds, is that an “ideal” macro, meso, and
micro-structure for cell proliferation has not yet been determined.
Long term future work would benefit from the study of how pore size, shape,
geometry, and placement throughout a tissue scaffold affect different cell types.
Determination of ideal scaffold architecture for cell types may allow for the design of
scaffold architectures with cell-specific pore geometries.

Incorporation of designed

multiple-pore geometries may increase cellular proliferation and allow complex tissues
systems, such as organs, to be fabricated.
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Appendix A CODE DOCUMENTATION
A.1

STRATASYS MACHINE LANGUAGE (SML) CODE

This section gives a brief description of the MATLAB code and functions used to
generate the Stratasys Machine Language (SML) file that runs the Fused Deposition
Modeling (FDM) machine. This code was used to control the tool path and deposition
speed in order to create scaffold patterns from ABS and ICW. Two main code files were
used, “MyABS” and “MyICW.”
The main difference between the two files is “MyABS” output is formatted in such a way
that it results in “open” roads being deposited while the “MyICW” output is formatted to
create a “closed” pattern. As such, only the “MyABS” code is shown in its entirety, with
portions of the “MyICW” presented afterwards to compare and contrast the differences
from “MyABS.”
Following the “MyABS.m” code is a list of the custom functions called by “MyABS.m”

MyABS.m
%% FILE DESCRIPTION
%This file will print a 'snake' pattern tissue scaffold with a base support
%that IS different material from the MODEL material. The SML code
%generated using this file is capable of printing in P400 ABS and the P400
%SUPPORT materials.
%
close all, clear all, clc
%
%% INPUTS
k = 1;%input('Input the number of parts: ');
Diam = 12.00;%input('Input the Diameter in mm: ');%1 (12 layers - lost bottom 5 layes? - t
= 1.86 mm)
GW = 0.450;%(Rad = 6.14) input('Input the distance between strand centers in
micrometers: ');%0.35
Nlayers = 10;%input('Input the # of MODEL layers: ');
thetamatrix = myangles(Nlayers);%thetamatrix= [0, 45, 90];
%% Line Types & Print Parameters,
%Material Selection Number
%ABS = 1; ICW = 2; PCL = 3
MSN = 1;
%Pattern Selection Number
%Single Roads = 1; Snake Pattern = 2;
PSN = 1;
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[ LTM, LTS, LTP,...
LTMn, LTSn, LTPn,...
TW, CD, AC,...
ZstepLayers, dy, R] = MyLineTypes( MSN, PSN, Diam, GW );
%
%% PROGRAM CONSTANTS
chordmin = 1.7;%This might be 1 mm.
Zmov = 70;%(52)moves carriage up before moving to next draw point (+ value)
Zstep = 20;%(20)steps between layers (+ value)
fudgef = 0.22053;%mm-fudgef
mm2MS = (10-0.307)/384;% (mm-fudgef)/mmsMS = # of motor steps: 0.0285
steps = 100;%number of motor steps used to "break" filament at the end of
%printing a line. This ensures level lines that are not pealed
%off by the printing head
%ORIGINALLY SET TO 30
Real_print_x = 254;%size of printing envelope in the x-direction (mm)
Real_print_y = 254;%size of printing envelope in the y-direction (mm)
offset = 50*1.4;%offset from sides of printing envelope = 50 motor steps
%Multiplied by 1.3 to allow for an "oversized" SUPPORT
%base

Row_max = numbermax(R, Real_print_y, offset, steps, mm2MS);
Column_max = numbermax(R, Real_print_x, offset, steps, mm2MS);
%
%% R & L COORDINATE PAIRS FOR SUPPORT & MODEL
% Together fullMatR and fullMatL create an (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) pair of
% points which will be used to draw a line from (x1, y1) to (x2,y2)
%SUPPORT LAYERS
NSlayers = 5; %input('Input the # of SUPPORT layers: ');%10
R_sup = R*1.30;%Diameter in mm
dy_sup = 0.65;%mm offset between roads (centerline to centerline)
% calculates the number of roads needed for the top of the matrix
Nroads_sup = Nroads( R_sup, dy_sup, chordmin );
% creates a "left" and "right" coordinate pair
[fullMatR_sup, fullMatL_sup] = My_xy(Nroads_sup, R_sup, dy_sup);
% shifts the "left" and "rigth" coordiante pair matrices to allow for
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% "snaking" movement.
[fullMatR_s, fullMatL_s] = MyMatrixSnake(fullMatR_sup, fullMatL_sup);
%MODEL LAYERS
% calculates the number of roads needed for the top of the matrix
num_of_roads = Nroads( R, dy, chordmin );
% creates a "left" and "right" coordinate pair
[fullMatR, fullMatL] = My_xy(num_of_roads, R, dy);
% shifts the "left" and "rigth" coordiante pair matrices to allow for
% "snaking" movement.
[fullMatR, fullMatL] = MyMatrixSnake(fullMatR, fullMatL);
%
%% HEADER CONTENT & SUPPORT PURGE
% Opens a txt file to write to named "NewScaffold"
filename = sprintf('ABS_%3.f.txt',GW*1000);
newscaff = fopen(filename,'w');
%OUTPUT THE INPUT PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR RECORD KEEPING PURPOSES
fprintf(newscaff, '# Diameter || Mod-GW || Mod/Sup-Layers || MSN || PSN ||
ZstepLayers\n');
fprintf(newscaff, '# ----------||-------------||-------------------||--------||--------||---------------\n');
fprintf(newscaff, '# %4.4f
%4.4f
%4.f /%2.f
%1.f
%1.f
%4.f
\n\n',...
Diam,
GW,
Nlayers, NSlayers, MSN,
PSN,
ZstepLayers
);

%%Header Content
%Initialization
fprintf(newscaff, '\n\n\nIN; \nPS; \nIN; \nCD129; VS127,1;WA1;CD0; # main-tip on,
enable operator to change mat''l \n');
%Home settings?
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD202; \nMZ1200;\nFH;XD210;FZ;\nMZ1200; \nMA1200,500;
\nVS100,0;VS101,0;\n');
%Capture varibles
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD%3.0f; #TW \n',TW(1));%Tip wipe
fprintf(newscaff, 'PS;WA0;VC102;OC;SO@102,@103;VC104;OZ;MR0,0; \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'VS110,@102;VS111,@103;VS112,@104; \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'V+110,@121;V+111,@122; \nAM0; \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'CD129;VS127,1;WA1; # alt-tip off \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'CD%3.0f;# MODEL_MAT TYPE \n',CD(1));%ABS RB_SF \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f;\n', Zmov);
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fprintf(newscaff, 'XD131;#alt-tip on SUPP_MAT NOZZLE \n');%ABS RB_SF \n');
% Purge sequence
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%4.0f; \n', LTP(1));%SR = set rate
%fprintf(newscaff, 'PD.1,79;MM;MM0,19;MM60,146;MM-68,167;XD210;
%\n');ORIGINAL LINE SETTINGS FOR PURGING ABS_SUPPORT
fprintf(newscaff,
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;XD210; \n',...
LTP(2),LTP(3),LTP(4),LTP(5),LTP(6),LTP(7),LTP(8),LTP(9));
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; # initial purge \n');%PURGES THE ALTERNATE NOZZLE
AKA THE SUPPORT NOZZLE
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'EC;VM3;\nXD%3.0f;#TW\nAC%2.0f;\n',TW(1),AC(1));
%% PRINT SUPPORT BASE
%MANY things wrong with adding the SUPPORT code into this section of the
%code. For one, the SUPPORT base will not 'translate' to be under the
%MODEL material. The entire program would need to be changed in order to
%incorporate a "SUPPORT BASE" that will translate with each arrayed MODEL.
%The output code for SUPPORTS needs to go HERE The addition of SUPPORTS is
%interfering with the "ARRAY" of parts, this section (the while j_sup
%section)needs to be modified to allow for the arraying of parts....or it
%can be left as is and YOU CAN PRINT "ONE PART" at a time.
translate_s=zeros(length(fullMatR_s),2);
translate_s(:,1) = 0;%'Column_count' :: x-translation
translate_s(:,2) = 0;%'Row_count' :: y-translation
%SUPPORT rasters :: Rotated, and then translated
Support_Angle = thetamatrix(1) + 90;
MatRR_s=round((playfunction(fullMatR_s,
Support_Angle)+R+offset*mm2MS+translate_s*2*(R + steps*mm2MS))*1/mm2MS);
MatLR_s=round((playfunction(fullMatL_s,
Support_Angle)+R+offset*mm2MS+translate_s*2*(R + steps*mm2MS))*1/mm2MS);
j_sup = 1;
while j_sup <= NSlayers
fprintf(newscaff, '\n ## ----------------- ## ');
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fprintf(newscaff, '\n ## new SUPPORT layer ## ');
fprintf(newscaff, '\n ## ----------------- ## \n');
i_sup = 1;
l_sup = length(fullMatR_s);
%Move to start point; Execute Download 209;
while i_sup <= l_sup,
if j_sup > 1 && i_sup == 1,%Print this for 'new layers'
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%4.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR_s(i_sup,1),MatRR_s(i_sup,2));%Move to
(x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f \nMZ-%0.0f #change Z level\n', Zstep,Zmov);%Move zstage 1 layer thickness to begin printing
elseif j_sup == 1 && i_sup ==1,%Print this for the 'first layer'
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%4.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR_s(i_sup,1),MatRR_s(i_sup,2));%Move to
(x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ-%0.0f \n', Zmov);%Move z-stage to start printing the "first"
layer
end

if i_sup == 1,
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%4.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR_s(i_sup,1),MatRR_s(i_sup,2));%Move to
(x1,y1)
'XD209;VS100,%0.0f;#SUPPORT
FC
IDX%0.0f
fprintf(newscaff,
\n',j_sup,i_sup);%XD209 = UNKNOWN FUNCTION
%Line type
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%2.0f; \n', LTS(1));%SR = set rate
fprintf(newscaff,
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f; \n', LTS(2),LTS(3),LTS(4),LTS(5),LTS(6),LTS(7),LTS(8),LTS(9));
%Begin Continuous Path
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; \n');
end
%Print from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR_s(i_sup,1),MatRR_s(i_sup,2));%(x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatLR_s(i_sup,1),MatLR_s(i_sup,2));%(x2,y2)
i_sup = i_sup + 1;
end %end of i_sup while loop
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%End Continuous Path
%calculate the "extension move" location
EM = extension_move(MatRR_s(i_sup-1,:), MatLR_s(i_sup-1,:), steps);
fprintf(newscaff,'EC;VM3; MA%0.0f,%0.0f; #Exit \n', EM(1), EM(2));
%Print blank line between blocks of code that designate each line
fprintf(newscaff, '\n\n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f \n', Zmov);%Move z-stage to avoid hitting the newly printed
layer
j_sup=j_sup+1;

end%end of j_sup while loop
%% MODEL PURGE
%Move up a 'layer' so that the model material is printed in the correct
%layer.
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------------------------### \n');%Begin
MODEL tip
fprintf(newscaff, '###
SWITCH FROM SUPPORT TO MODEL
### \n');
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------------------------### \n\n');

using

%PURGE the ABS tip and turn off the SUPPORT tip
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD129;# main-tip on \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%4.0f; \n', LTP(1));%SR = set rate
%fprintf(newscaff, 'PD.1,79;MM;MM0,19;MM60,146;MM-68,167;XD210; \n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;XD210; \n',...
LTP(2),LTP(3),LTP(4),LTP(5),LTP(6),LTP(7),LTP(8),LTP(9));
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; # initial purge \n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff,
'MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR-250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;MR250,0;\n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'EC;VM3;\nXD%3.0f;#TW\nAC%2.0f;\n',TW(1),AC(1));
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fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f \n\n',ZstepLayers);
%% PRINT MODEL SCAFFOLD
%Print lines within a single layer
%
lengthj=length(thetamatrix);
j=1;
n=1;%initialize counter for nth curve drawn
MatRR=fullMatR;%initialize 'Matrix Right - Rotated'
MatLR=fullMatL;%initialize 'Matrix Left - Rotated'
l=length(fullMatR);
translate = zeros(l,2);
P=1;%P is the "Pth part" counter
Row_count = 0;
Column_count = 0;
while j<=lengthj,
%Translate matrix AFTER rotation, then apply correction factor that
%relates mm to motor steps
%%figure %Prints figure for each layer
translate = zeros(l,2);
P=1;%P is the "Pth part" counter
Row_count = 0;
Column_count = 0;
%figure
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------------------------### \n');
fprintf(newscaff, '###
Begin Slice %0.0f
### \n', j);
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------------------------### \n\n');

while P <= k
if Row_count > Row_max - 1
Column_count = Column_count + 1;%Move to the next column AND
Row_count = 0; %reset row count to zero
end
translate(:,1) = Column_count;%x-translation
translate(:,2) = Row_count;%y-translation
%MATERIAL rasters :: Rotated, and then translated
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MatRR=round((playfunction(fullMatR, thetamatrix(j))+R+offset*mm2MS+translate*2*(R
+ steps*mm2MS))*1/mm2MS);
MatLR=round((playfunction(fullMatL, thetamatrix(j))+R+offset*mm2MS+translate*2*(R
+ steps*mm2MS))*1/mm2MS);
i=1;
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------### \n');
fprintf(newscaff, '###
Part #%0.0f
### \n', P);
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------### \n\n');
while i<=l,
% % %Output Line #
%%
fprintf(1, '# Line %2.0f, \n',i)
%Move to start point; Execute Download 209;
if j>1 && i==1,
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD%3.0f;#TW\n',TW(1));%Execute Tip Wipe between levels
end
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR(i,1),MatRR(i,2));%Move to (x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD209;VS100,%0.0f;#FC IDX%0.0f \n',n,n);
if j>1 && i==1,
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f \nMZ-%0.0f #change Z level\n', Zstep,Zmov);%Move zstage 1 layer thickness to begin printing
else
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ-%0.0f \n', Zmov);
end
%Line type
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%4.0f; \n', LTM(1));%SR = set rate
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MMfprintf(newscaff,
%0.0f,%0.0f; \n', LTM(2),LTM(3),LTM(4),LTM(5),LTM(6),LTM(7),LTM(8),LTM(9));
%Begin Continuous Path – Draw a single road
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; \n');
%Print from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR(i,1),MatRR(i,2));%(x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatLR(i,1),MatLR(i,2));%(x2,y2)
%End Continuous Path
%calculate the "extension move" location
EM = extension_move(MatRR(i,:), MatLR(i,:), steps);
fprintf(newscaff,'EC;VM3; MA%0.0f,%0.0f; MZ%0.0f; #Exit \n', EM(1), EM(2),Zmov);
%
%

%move carriage up so it does not hit the part
fprintf('MZ%0.0f \n', Zmov)

%Print blank line between blocks of code that designate each line
fprintf(newscaff, '\n\n');
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i=i+1;
n=n+1;
end
%% PLOTS
hold on
plot(MatRR(:,1),MatRR(:,2),'o')
plot(MatLR(:,1),MatLR(:,2),'d')
xlim( [0 Real_print_x/mm2MS])
ylim( [0 Real_print_y/mm2MS])
hold off
P = P + 1;
Row_count = Row_count + 1;
end
j=j+1;
end
%Return Carriage to Safe Position (away from part so it won't melt or ooze
%on it)
fprintf(newscaff, '# END OF PART
T = 02:37:53 \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'VM7; \n MZ400;');
fprintf(newscaff, 'CD129;VS127,1;WA1;CD0; # main-tip on \n');
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD211;\n\n');

status = fclose(newscaff); %closes the file "NewScaffold.txt"
%

MyICW.m
The block of code responsible for creating a “closed ends” pattern for ICW scaffolds is:
MyICW.m
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------### \n');
fprintf(newscaff, '###
Part #%0.0f
### \n', P);
fprintf(newscaff, '###--------------------------------### \n\n');
while i<=l,
if j == 1 && i == 1
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fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR(i,1),MatRR(i,2));%Move to (x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD209;VS100,%0.0f;#FC IDX%0.0f \n',n,n);
%Line type
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%4.0f; \n', LTM(1));%SR = set rate
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MMfprintf(newscaff,
%0.0f,%0.0f; \n', LTM(2),LTM(3),LTM(4),LTM(5),LTM(6),LTM(7),LTM(8),LTM(9));
%Begin Continuous Path
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; \n');
elseif j > 1 && i == 1
%Execute Tip Wipe between levels
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD%3.0f;#TW\n',TW(1));
%Move to START POSITION (x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR(i,1),MatRR(i,2));
fprintf(newscaff, 'XD209;VS100,%0.0f;#FC IDX%0.0f \n',n,n);
%Move z-stage 1 layer thickness to begin printing
fprintf(newscaff, 'MZ%0.0f \nMZ-%0.0f #change Z level\n', Zstep,Zmov);
%Line type
fprintf(newscaff, 'SR%4.0f; \n', LTM(1));%SR = set rate
fprintf(newscaff,
'PD%0.3f,%0.0f;MM;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f;MM%0.0f,%0.0f; \n', LTM(2),LTM(3),LTM(4),LTM(5),LTM(6),LTM(7),LTM(8),LTM(9));
%Begin Continuous Path
fprintf(newscaff, 'AS1;VM4;BC; \n');
end

%Print from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatRR(i,1),MatRR(i,2));%(x1,y1)
fprintf(newscaff, 'MA%6.0f,%.0f \n', MatLR(i,1),MatLR(i,2));%(x2,y2)
i=i+1;
n=n+1;
end
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A.2

CUSTOM FUNCTIONS

extension_move.m:
Given points A and B, and the number of motor “steps” needed to break the filament,
this program will tell the carriage in what direction to move after it has reached the end of
a continuous path (‘EC’ in SML code).
function [ Bprime ] = extension_move(A, B, steps)
%%Calculate an "extension move" which is needed to break the filament after
%%printing a single line
%%Bprime is the location the carriage needs to move to in order to break
%%the filament
%steps = 30;
% A= [0, 0];
% B= [-sqrt(2)/2,sqrt(2)/2];
Y=B(2)-A(2);
X=B(1)-A(1);
theta = atan2(Y,X);
Bprime=B+steps* [cos(theta), sin(theta)];

myangles:
Given the number of layers to be printed (n), and an angle pattern (such as 0-90180) this function creates a matrix that is n-elements long with a repeating angle pattern.
function [ thetamatrix ] = myangles(Nlayers)
%Prompts user for the number of layers and the number of angles in order to
%generate a matrix of theta values corresponding to each layer
% Detailed explanation goes here
INlayers = Nlayers;%specifies the number of layers
INangles = input('Input the angle pattern (row matrix! [0, 90, 180...]etc.) ');
NofAngles=length(INangles);
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Amatrix=zeros(floor(INlayers/NofAngles)+1,NofAngles);
i=1;
while i <= floor(INlayers/NofAngles)+1
j=1;
while j<NofAngles+1
Amatrix(i,j)=INangles(j);
j=j+1;
end
i=i+1;
end
transpose=Amatrix';
matrixrow=transpose(:);
thetamatrix=matrixrow(1:Nlayers);

MyLineTypes.m:
Given a material selection number (MSN) of either 1, 2, or 3 this program will return
parameter values used in the SML code to control the carriage movement. These values are
specific to the material type, and which printing nozzle (either support or model) that the
machine is to use.
function [ LTM, LTS, LTP,...
LTMn, LTSn, LTPn,...
TW, CD, AC,...
ZstepLayers, dy, R] = MyLineTypes( MSN,PSN,Diam, GW )%MSN = Material Selection
Number
%% Return the Line Parameters
% The user inputs the "Material Selection Numer" and this function will
% output the 'line type' parameters for ABS, ICW and a 3rd (yet to be
% determined) material (which might be PCL or any other custom
% thermoplastic).
LineTypes = [700, .079, 79, 0, 17, 60, 64, 59, 163;...P12ABS MODEL (thinnest lines?)
%800, .162, 79, 0, 41, 60, 168, 86, 187;...P12ABS THICK SUPPORT
800, .115, 79, 0, 25, 60, 118, 70, 175;...P12ABS THIN SUPPORT
1000, .1, 79, 0, 19, 60, 146, 68, 167;...P12ABS PURGE
800, .096, 27, 0, 21, 24, 118, 40, 167;...P12ICW MODEL
800, .26, 27, 0, 35, 77, 168, 51, 217;...P12ICW SUPPORT #May need to program
"bottom support" and "normal support" line types
1000, .1, 79, 0, 19, 60, 146, 68, 167;... P12ICW PURGE
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900, .079, 79, 0, 17, 60, 64, 59, 163;...P12PCL MODEL
950, .000, 00, 0, 00, 00, 00, 00, 000;...P12PCL SUPPORT
1000, .00, 00, 0, 00, 00, 00, 00, 000];% P12PCL PURGE

ltype = ones(1,9);%INITIALIZE linetype parameters
MSNs = (MSN-1)*3;% Switch between material types (Mat. Selection # Switch
LTM(1,:) = LineTypes(1+MSNs,:);
LTS(1,:) = LineTypes(2+MSNs,:);
LTP(1,:) = LineTypes(3+MSNs,:);
%% Create matrix for line type 'NAMES'
LTN_in = ['ABS_MOD', 'ABS_SUP', 'ABS_PRG';
'ICW_MOD', 'ICW_SUP', 'ICW_PRG';...
'PCL_MOD', 'PCL_SUP', 'PCL_PRG'];
LTMn(1,:) = LTN_in(MSN,1:7);
LTSn(1,:) = LTN_in(MSN,8:14);
LTPn(1,:) = LTN_in(MSN,15:21);
%% Tip Wipe Data
TWdata = [121;... ABS: High temperature tips
120;... ICW: Low temperature tips
121];% PCL: High temperature tips ??
TW = TWdata(MSN);
%% CD Data (Change Directory = switch nozzles)
CDdata = [135;... ABS: # ABS RB_SF
133;... ICW: # Not ABS RB_SF
121];% PCL: # CUSTOM_PCL ??
CD = CDdata(MSN);
%% Acceleration Data
ACdata = [5;... ABS: # ABS RB_SF
40;... ICW: # Not ABS RB_SF
5];% PCL: # CUSTOM_PCL ??
AC = ACdata(MSN);
%% ZstepLayers Data - Offset diff between the support layer and the model
%layer
ZstepLayerdata = [15;... ABS: # ABS RB_SF [ [14]]
20;... ICW: # Not ABS RB_SF ((17))
20];% PCL: # CUSTOM_PCL ??
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ZstepLayers = ZstepLayerdata(MSN);
%% Strand centerline offset (dy)
%Uses the MSN, PSN, RW, and GW-slope data to calculate the appropriate
%strand centerline offset value (dy)
% Roadwith Data
%
#1
#2
RWdata = [.250 .250;...ABS [0.290 0.250]
.243 .348;...ICW(0.354)
.250 .350];% PCL??? VALUES HAVE NOT BEEN CONFIRMED
RW = RWdata(MSN,PSN);
% Slope data of 'input GW (desired) and error'
%
#1
#2
Mdata = [0
0;...0.0689 1;...ABS
0.8279;] ...ICW
0
0;...ICW [1
0
0];% PCL??? VALUES HAVE NOT BEEN CONFIRMED
Mslope = Mdata(MSN,PSN);
Bdata = [0
0;...0.0407 1;...ABS
0
0;...ICW [1
0.1061;] ...ICW
0
0];% PCL??? VALUES HAVE NOT BEEN CONFIRMED
GW_star = GW + ( Bdata(MSN, PSN)+ Mslope*GW );
dy = RW + GW_star;
%% Radius Coefficient
% Use this section to calibrate the 'shrinkage' factor. For example,
% pritning may not result in a 6 mm diameter scaffold. So we multiple the
% input radius by RadCoeff so that we obtain a 6 mm printed scaffold. This
% parameter will change depending on print pattern and material.

%"Pattern Selection Number" (PSN) #1 = Single Roads, #2 = "Snake"
%
#Mslope
#Intercept
RadCoeffdata = [0.9717
0;...ABS
0.2209 9.8824;...ICW
1
0];% PCL??? VALUES HAVE NOT BEEN CONFIRMED
%R for WAX scaffolds
R = (RadCoeffdata(MSN,1)*Diam + RadCoeffdata(MSN,2))/2;%y = 0.2209x + 9.8824 ( [12,
11.49] and [12.6326, 12.42] )
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end

MyMatrixSnake.m:
It may be useful to print from “left to right” followed by “right to left” in order to
speed up the printing process. **In a “snaking back and forth” pattern**. This would be
useful to employ a “continuous curve,” aka a rasterized pattern, which has only one start
and stop within a single layer. This function transforms the original LeftMatrix and
RightMatrix (which print “left to right” followed by “left to right”) into a form where they
can be output as a “snake” pattern.
function [ MatR_s, MatL_s ] = MyMatrixSnake( fullMatR,fullMatL )
%Creates a matrix of points that form a "continuous path"
Orig_MatR = fullMatR;
Orig_MatL = fullMatL;
NumOfRows = length(fullMatR);
i=1;%initialize row counter
MatR_s=zeros(NumOfRows,2);%initialize matrix to store pairs in
MatL_s=zeros(NumOfRows,2);%initialize matrix to store pairs in
while i <= NumOfRows,
if 1 - rem(i,2) == 1
for j=1:1:2
MatR_s(i,j)=Orig_MatR(i,j);
MatL_s(i,j)=Orig_MatL(i,j);
end
else
for j=1:1:2
MatR_s(i,j)=Orig_MatL(i,j);
MatL_s(i,j)=Orig_MatR(i,j);
end
end
i = i + 1;
end

My_xy.m:
This function calculates the xy coordinate pairs that lay on a circle of radius R,
separated by a perpendicular offset difference of dy (which is also the road offset distance
as measured from centerline to centerline.)
function [ fullMatR, fullMatL ] = My_xy( num_of_roads,R,dy )
%CALCULATE THE XY COORDINATE PAIRS THAT LAY ON A CIRCLE
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% Given the Diameter of a circle (passed as 'R') and the offset between
% strand centers (dy) this file will calculate the XY coordinate pairs
% for points laying on the circle. The XY pairs can then be used to
% generate the machine code to print a scaffold.
%%
newMat=zeros(num_of_roads,2);%initialize matrix, Top Right of the circle (Quad I)
%this while loop creates and (xy) coordinate pair for the 1st quadrant
i=1;
dyinit=0;
while i<= num_of_roads,
j=1;
for j = 1:2
if j == 1
newMat(i,j)=sqrt(R^2-dyinit^2);%x-coordinate
else
newMat(i,j)=dyinit;%y-coordinate
end
end
i=i+1;
dyinit=dyinit+dy;
end
%%
%Reorder newMat to have center of circle at the end of the matrix
%this will help the FDM print from 'top to bottom'
orderMat=sortrows(newMat);
%%
%%Create full symmetric matrix (Right side: quad I and IV)
%this part of code reflects the (xy) coordinates from quad I
%through the x-axis into quad IV to form a full "right side" matrix
fullMatR=zeros(2*num_of_roads-1,2);
fullMatR(1:num_of_roads,:)=orderMat(:,:);
i=num_of_roads + 1;
ocount=num_of_roads - 1;
while i <= length(fullMatR)
j=1;
for j = 1:2
if j == 1
fullMatR(i,j)=orderMat(ocount,j);
else
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fullMatR(i,j)=-orderMat(ocount,j);
end
end
i=i+1;
ocount=ocount - 1;
end

%%
%Reflect 'fullMatR' through the y-axis to get the left-coordinate chord pair
fullMatL=zeros(2*num_of_roads-1,2);
i=1;
while i <= length(fullMatL)
j=1;
for j = 1:2
if j == 1
fullMatL(i,j)=-fullMatR(i,j);
else
fullMatL(i,j)=fullMatR(i,j);
end
end
i=i+1;
end

end%function end

Nroads.m:
Calculates the number of parallel roads that are printed to make up a layer of the
scaffold.
function [ num_of_roads ] = Nroads( Rin, dyin, chordminin )
%UNTITLED2 OUTPUT THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN A LAYER
% Given the minimum chord length the machine can print (chordmin), the radius of the
% circle (R) and the distance between roads (dy) this function will
% calculate the number of roads need.
R=Rin;
dy=dyin;
chordmin=chordminin;
theta=0;%set theta = 0 for these calculations because we are
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%counting the number of chords - we are not concerned with their
%angle.
dypos=0;%initialize position to center of cirlce
rcount = 0;%initialize road counter to zero
while dypos < R
[ x1,y1,x2,y2,l ] = mycoord( R, dypos, theta);
chord=2*l;
if chord >= chordmin
rcount = rcount + 1;
dypos = dypos + dy;
else
dypos = R + 1; %increas dypos to a value which will terminate the loop
end
end
num_of_roads = rcount;
end

numbermax.m:
Calculates the maximum number of scaffolds that can be printed simultaneously in a
column given the radius of the scaffold, the offset distance between scaffolds and the
dimensions of the printing envelope.
%given the radius and offset steps of a part, and a printing envelope, this function will
%calculate the max number of parts that can go on a row/and/or/column
function [ max ] = numbermax(R, real_dist, offset, steps, mm2MS)
%(mm2MS) converts MS (motor steps) to mm
avail_dist = real_dist - 2*offset*mm2MS;%
max_ = floor(avail_dist/(2*(R + steps*mm2MS)));
if max_*(2*(R + steps*mm2MS)) + 2*R <= avail_dist
max = max_ + 1;
else max = max_;
end
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Appendix B ANALYSIS OF VARIABLES (ANOVA)
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